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TOWN WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Gilford in the
County of Belknap in said State, qualified to vote in
Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Town Hall in said
Gilford on Tuesday, the 10th day of March, 1959, at
nine of the clock in the forenoon (Polls to be open from
nine to six at least) to act upon the following subjects:
Article 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for
the year ensuing.
Article 2. To set the salary of the Tax Collector.
Article 3. To raise and appropriate such sums of
money as may be necessary to defray town charges for
the ensuing year, including charges for Officers' Salaries,
Officers' Expenses, Election and Registration, Repair
and Maintenance of Town Buildings, Street Lighting,
Town Dump, Water Works, Dog Damage, Legal Expense,
Social Security and Retirement payments, Insurance,
Health Officer Expense, Interest on temporary loans
and Tax Map.
Article 4. To see what sum of money the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate for the purposes of the
Police Department.
Article 5. To see what sum of money the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate for the maintenance of
the Fire Department.
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Article 6. To see what sum of money the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate for White Pine Blister
Rust control.
Article 7. To see what action the Town will take
to raise and appropriate money for the purpose of the
Laconia Hospital.
Article 8. To see what sum of money the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate for Civil Defense.
Article 9. To raise and appropriate such sums of
money as may be necessary for maintenance and repairs
of Highways and Bridges, including expenditures for
Asphalt and Calcium and Sodium Chlorides.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,628.15 for Town Road Aid for
maintenance, construction or reconstruction of Class V
Highways, the Town to raise $734.11 and the State to
contribute $4,894.04.
Article 11. To see what sum of money the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate for the support of the
Public Library.
Article 12. To see what sum of money the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate for the aid of the Town
Poor and for Old Age Assistance.
Article 13. To see what sum of money the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate for the decoration of
graves of soldiers and sailors.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $340.00 for the observance of
Old Home Day.
Article 15. To see what sum of money the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate for the maintenance of
Gilford Beach.
Article 16. To see what sum of money the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate for the Glendale Wharves
and Parking Area.
Article 17. To see what sum of money the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate to the Lakes Region
Association for the purpose of publicizing and promoting
the natural advantages and resources of the Town, in
cooperation with other towns in the Lakes Region.
Article 18. To see what sum of money the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate for the purchase of two
trucks for the use of the Highway Department.
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to hire money on the credit of the Town
in anticipation of taxes.
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to sell and transfer tax liens upon all real
estate acquired by the town at any tax sale, and title to
all real estate taken by the town in default of redemp-
tion from any tax sale, to such persons and upon such
conditions as they shall see fit.
Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
Quitclaim Deed from Walter C. Gardner to the Town
of Gilford. The purpose of this deed is to make available
to the Boy Scouts of Gilford the use of the premises as
described in said deed.
Article 22. To see what action the Town will take on
closing of Blaisdell Ave. from its present intersection
with Route 11 to a point beyond bridge across Black
8
Brook where it intersects with new construction of 1958,
so that Blaisdell Avenue shall be that street beginning
at the residence of Charles Gault and continuing on
present layout to new construction and thence on new
construction to a new intersection with Route 11.
Article 23. To see what action the Town will take
on a proposed ordinance regulating and restricting the
height of structures and objects of natural growth, and
otherwise regulating the use of property in the vicinity
of the Laconia Airport by creating Airport approach
zones and other restricted areas and establishing the
boundaries thereof; defining certain terms used herein;
providing for enforcement; establishing a Board of
Appeals; and imposing penalties.
Article 24. To see what action the Town will take
on establishing launching fees at the Glendale Wharves.
Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum not to exceed $400.00 to purchase
two pieces of land from the State — one beyond the
present fire station on which to construct new town
buildings and the other on Liberty Hill to allow for
widening road beyond new construction of 1958.
Article 26. To see what sum the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the construction, equipment
and furnishings of a new Town Garage and whether
the Town will vote to raise such sums through the
issuance of serial notes or bonds upon the credit of the
Town for all or any portion of the sum so raised and
appropriated; and to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to determine the terms and conditions upon which the
notes or bonds shall be issued including their sale and
the time and place of payment of principal and interest.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
Article 27. To see what sum the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the construction, equipment
and furnishings of a new fire station including architect's
fees, the acquisition of a site therefor, and of means of
access to the site and whether the Town will vote to
raise such sums through the issuance of serial notes
or bonds upon the credit of the Town for all or any
portion of the sum so raised and appropriated; and to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to determine the
terms and conditions upon which the notes or bonds
shall be issued including their sale and the time and
place of payment of principal and interest. Submitted
without recommendation.
Article 28. To see what sum of money the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate for the purpose of purchas-
ing a new fire truck, and whether the Town will vote
to raise such sums through the issuance of serial notes
or bonds upon the credit of the Town for all or any
portion of the sum so raised and appropriated; and to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to determine the
terms and conditions upon which the notes or bonds
shall be issued including their sale and the time and
place of payment of principal and interest. Recom-
mended by the Budget Committee.
Article. 29 To see if the Town will vote to amend
section 10 of the by-laws establishing a town fire de-
partment, approved at a Special Town Meeting of June
30, 1948, to read as follows:
The Chief, or in his absence the next senior engineer
present, shall have the right to send fire apparatus to
another town or city to assist such town or city at a
fire.
The Chief, or in his absence the next senior engineer
present, shall have the right, at his discretion, to send
one fire truck to another town or city for any approved
function.
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Said Chief shall not otherwise allow the apparatus
out of town, except for repairs.
Article 30. To transact any other business which
may legally come before said meeting.
In accordance with a resolution adopted at the 1957
Town Meeting a motion will be presented to adjourn
to the Gilford Grade School in said Gilford on Wednes-
day, the 11th day of March, 1959 at 7:30 in the evening
to take up articles 2 through 30.
Given under our hands and seal, this 23rd day of












BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF GILFORD
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for 1959
Compared with
Estimated and Actual Revenue, Appropriations
and Expenditures of 1958
Sources of Revenue
Interest and Dividends Tax
Railroad Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Reimbursement a/c State and Fed-
eral forest lands
For Fighting Forest Fires
Head Tax









Reimbursement — Town Poor ....
Miscellaneous
Water Department
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Boat Launching Fees
Poll Taxes — Regular @ $2.00
National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Total Revenues from All Sources ....



































BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF GILFORD, N. H.
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for 1959
Compared with
Estimated and Actual Revenue, Appropriations




Election and Registration Expenses
Tax Map


























Employees' Retirement and Social
Security

















































Total Expenditures $120,118.29 $134,141.16 $121,763.15
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FINANCIAL REPORT
Of the Town of Gilford, N. H., in Belknap County
for the Fiscal Year ended December 31, 1958
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in
this report was taken from official records and is correct
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Land and Buildings $6,760,495.00
Mills and Machinery 1,600.00
Electric Plants 193,533.00
House Trailers 79,225.00
Mature Wood and Timber 6,875.00
Stock in Trade 74,376.00
Boats and Launches 135,480.00
Horses 950.00
Cows — 378 28,365.00
Oxen and Neatstock — 78 3,900.00
Sheep, Goats and Hogs — 24 240.00
Fowl — 10,096 4,245.00
Gasoline Pumps and Tanks 3,575.00
Portable Mills 1,700.00
Wood and Lumber 100.00
Gross Valuation $7,294,659.00












Dog Damage and Legal Expense 250.00
Social Security & Retirement 1,400.00




Town Road Aid 737.63
Town Road Maintenance 39,000.00
Glendale Wharves & Parking Area 3,500.00
Police Cruiser 3,000.00
Library 2,000.00
Welfare & 0. A. A. 3,500.00
Gilford Beach 1,600.00
Memorial Day 125.00
Old Home Day 300.00
Lakes Region Association 605.66
Glendale Docks 25,000.00
Heating, Insulating, & Storm Windows







ESTIMATED REVENUE AND TAXES ASSESSED
Total Appropriations $309,690.02
Less:
Interest on Taxes $600.00
Interest and Dividends Tax 7,035.48
Railroad Tax 20.00
Savings Bank Tax 150.00
Reimbursement a/c State
and Federal Lands 30.00
Revenue from Yield Tax 600.00
Dog Licenses 570.00
Business Licenses and Permits 2,000.00
Water Works 550.00
Motor Vehicle Fees 12,500.00
Surplus 4,250.00
Clerk's Fees 400.00
Total Revenues and Credits 28,705.48
$280,984.54
Overlay 5,204.12
Net Amount to be Raised
by Taxation $286,188.66
Less:
825 Poll Taxes at $2.00 $1,650.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 9.50 1,659.50
Amount to be Raised by
Property Taxes $284,529.16
Inventory Less Exemptions $7,113,229.00
Tax Rate per $100 $4.00
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ASSETS
Cash in Hands of Treasurer: $60,444.59
Accounts due the Town
including Water Bills 525.37
Unredeemed Taxes:
Levy of 1957 1,579.51
Levy of 1956 136.02
Uncollected Taxes:
Levy of 1958 50,641.60
Levy of 1957 335.80
State Head Taxes, 1958 1,410.00







State Head Taxes, 1958 Uncollected 1,410.00
State Head Taxes, Collected
Not Remitted 765.00
Head Tax Penalties 12.50
Yield Tax — Bond and Debt
Retirement — Uncollected 24.13
Due to School District 92,616.94
Total Liabilities $97,115.48
Excess of Assets over Liabilities 18,022.41
Total $115,137.89
Decrease of Surplus $7,893.48
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Land and Buildings $11,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 2,000.00
Library, Land and Buildings 6,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 4,000.00
Police Department Equipment 3,500.00
Fire Department Equipment 33,000.00
Highway Department Land and Buildings 6,000.00
Equipment 30,000.00





Year Ending December 31, 1958













8 Marriage Licenses 24.00
37 Birth, Death, and
Marriage certificates issued 18.50
Miscellaneous 8.94
44 "i Q4
Licenses for special events 4,231.48
Total Receipts $18,032.25






Property, Poll and Yield Taxes
Levy of 1958
Debits







































Interest Collected During Fiscal









Remittances to the Treasurer during
Year Ending Dec. 31, 1958:
Property Taxes $41,051.15
Poll Taxes 388.00

















Less Overpayment to Treasurer












SUMMARY OF TAX SALES
Accounts as of December 31, 1958
DEBITS
Tax Sale on Account of Levies of 1957
Taxes Sold — Current
Fiscal Year 1958 |3,969.60
Balance of Unredeemed
Taxes, Dec. 31, 1957 ....





Abatements During Year .... 40.45
Laud Deeded to R. C. Watson ....
Unredeemed Taxes at






































Uncollected Taxes as of
January 1, 1958 $1,245.00
Added Taxes During 1958 200.00





































Property Taxes, Previous Years 41,065.95
Poll Taxes, 1958 1,196.00
Poll Taxes, Previous Years 388.00
1958 Yield Taxes 92.49
Yield Taxes, Previous Years 710.79
1958 Head Taxes 4,065.00
Head Taxes, Previous Years 1,325.00
National Bank Stock Tax 9.50
Interest on Taxes 621.13
Head Tax Penalties 119.50
Tax Sales Redeemed 3,278.33
Land Damage (from State) 25.00
State Forest Lands Reimbursement 32.10
Railroad Tax (from State) 21.67
Payment in lieu of Taxes (from State) 76.00
Savings Bank Tax 32.06
Town Road Aid Refunds 1,331.62
Interest and Dividends Tax 7,046.51
Dog Licenses 576.89
Clerk's Fees 445.94
Motor Vehicle Permits 12,777.94






Election and Registration 2.00
Refunds on Old Age Assistance 236.01
Refund to Welfare Department 200.00






Head Tax Refund (from State) 30.15
Total $389,139.03
Cash on hand January 1, 1958 22,114.36
PAYMENTS
$411,253.39
Town Officers' Salaries $7,733.13
Town Officers' Expense 4,661.58
Election and Registration 711.05












Town Road Aid 2,099.09
Street Lighting 842.51
Highway Department General 19,279.23
Library 2,000.00






Glendale Parking Area 6,681.74
Legal Expense 173.82
Lakes Region Association 605.66
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Taxes Bought by Town 3,786.01
Refunds 371.14
O.A.S.I. and Retirement 1,477.42
Head Taxes 4,639.15
Interest on Loan 348.54
Glendale Docks 23,213.50
Old Home Day 300.00
Purchase of Stickney Land 5,000.00
Payment of Loan in Anticipation of Taxes 75,000.00





DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
Detail No. 1
Town Officers' Salaries
Norman Hubbard, Selectman $933.34
John F. Weeks, Selectman 933.33
Fred M. Shurbert, Selectman 933.33
Lorraine T. Royce, Town Clerk 1,500.00
William H. Taylor, Tax Collector 3,047.13
Muriel S. Langill, Treasurer 300.00
Pauline S. Goddard, Trustee of
Trust Funds 50.00
Walter D. Ide, Auditor 15.00
Louise W. Mason, Auditor 15.00
Lawrence W. Guild, Auditor 6.00
Detail No. 2
Town Officers' Expenses
Lorraine T. Royce, Bookkeeping $1,500.00
Lorraine T. Royce, Postage
and Office Supplies 76.17
Lorraine T. Royce, Convention
expense 27.00
Frances R. Swain, Clerical work 1,600.88
Shirley J. Snow, Clerical work 11.00
Association of N. H. Assessors, Dues 3.00
N. H. Municipal Association, Dues 35.65
N. H. Municipal Association, Expense 15.25
N. H. City and Town Clerks
Association, Dues 3.00
N. H. Tax Collectors Association,




The Village Store, Supplies 5.67
State of N. H., Books 3.00
Edson C. Eastman, Co. Inc., Supplies 87.39
Chas. C. Rogers Co., Inc., Supplies 132.36
Rogers Store, Supplies 25.80
Richard G. Tilton, Register
of Probate 1.10
Charles P. Raymond, Transfer Cards 92.20
Bridge & Byron, Town Reports 396.00
Ted's Printing Service 46.94
Addressograph-Multigraph Corp.,
Service 67.50
Burroughs Corp., Service and
Supplies 14.00
Secretary of State 10.00
Belknap Agency 150.18
Jeremy's Inn 35.00
Citizen Publishing Co. 20.00
Muriel S. Langill, Postage
and Supplies 15.64
Goodhue Boat Yard 4.58
Dr. Amand A. Bibeau 200.00
Benjamin Hurd 10.00
Tyler Advertising Inc. 15.00
Robert G. Watson 12.52
Branham Publishing Co. 7.00




Arthur I. Rothafel, Moderator $60.00
Pearl S. York, Inspector 6.00
Florence Shurbert, Inspector 18.00
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$4,661.58
Mildred Weeks, Inspector 18.00
H. Neil Noyes, Inspector 18.00
Brenda Baer, Inspector 12.00
Stewart E. Vincent, Supervisor 92.00
Frances R. Swain, Supervisor 88.00
Richard Lancaster, Supervisor 92.00
Chas. C. Rogers Co. Inc., Supplies 4.30
Roy's Electronic Service 45.00
Citizen Publishing Co. 75.10
Everett Sanborn, Janitor service 30.00
Maurice Tibbetts, Electrical wiring 25.00
W. S. Darley & Co., Voting booths 72.76
Roberts Express, Inc. 9.89
Women's Circle Dinners 45.00
Detail No. 4
Town Hall and Other Buildings
David A. Smith $61.55




The Village Store 18.80
Laconia Hardware Co. 4.28
Belknap Agency, Insurance 32.55
Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Co. 97.02
Chas. C. Rogers Co. 61.45
Rex B. Swain, Plumber 95.36
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. 316.90
Maurice Sawyer, Wood 12.00
Pubhc Service Co. 100.87
Merrimack Farmers' Exchange, Inc. 2.50
Gardner Fuel Service 120.58
Acme Oil Co. 14.30
S. F. Baker Co. 32.34
32
$711.05
Ruel's Heating Service 182.00
Smith-Corona Inc., Typewriter 235.00
City of Laconia, Addressograph
and Multigraph machines 750.00
Robert G. Watson 20.10
Detail No. 5
$2,358.98
Town Hall — Special Appropriation
Belknap Home Improvement,
Insulation $250.88
S. F. Baker, Installing oil furnace 1,840.00
Win-Door Co., Storm windows 225.00
Roy Hall, Painting 31.25
Donald P. York, Carpentering 671.04
Lougee-Robinson Co. Inc. , Shades 16.95
Maurice Tibbetts, Wiring and
Lighting fixtures 85.97
The Sherwin-Williams Co.., Paint 51.37
Detail No. 6
Pol ice Department
Charles F. Burditt $3,950.00
Roland A. Breton 526.51
Fred M. Shurbert 52.50
Clyde Angers 201.50
Lester F. Sargent 326.51
Horace R. Patten 339.63
Clarence Dame 1,057.89
David A. Smith 270.00
Frank W. Smith 466.13
Reginald I. Adams 365.51















Charles F. Burditt, Supplies 18.00
Francis Corriveau 6.08
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. 249.75
Laconia Hardware Co. 7.20
C. E. Noyes Co. 71.61
Standard Railway Fusee Corp. 12.90
Charles F. Burditt, Mileage 59.50
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc. 51.48
Rolatape, Inc. 29.75
Depot Square Auto Supply 48.14
The Dearborn's 15.00
Royal Indemnity Co. 130.59
Evans Radio 2.37
Goodhue Boat Yard 3.00
Chas. C. Rogers Co. 21.15
Belknap Agency 68.11
G. W. Sewell 23.00
M. Linsky & Bros. Inc. 134.75
Fletcher Signs 20.00
Barnegat Agency, Insurance 85.25
Treasurer, State of N. H. 129.58
Kelly's Store 7.00
Federal Laboratories, Inc. 7.53
Woodward's Sales & Service 122.62
Citizen Publishing Co. 17.50
Acme Oil Co. 8.22
34
Eastern Fire Equip. Inc. 36.97
Highway Dept., Gas 449.83
Detail No. 7
Fire Department
Almond Watson, Salary $3,719.90
Milo F. Bacon, Salary 1,773.53
Harold I. Wilkinson, Salary 1,761.60
Milo F. Bacon, Forest Fires 152.14
Harold I. Wilkinson, Supplies 40.17
Melvin W. Morancy 45.00
William M. Brown, Jr., Insurance 112.97
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc. 50.92
Wentworth Forman Co., Inc. 53.13
Laconia Water Works, Hydrants 1,224.56
V/oodward's Sales & Service 14.97
Head's Electric Shop 1.62
A. A. Jewett & Son 399.25
R. H. Smith Co. 3.70
Gardner Fuel Service 175.50
Harold Smith 10.00
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. 359.08
Laconia Hardware Co. 59.51
Darrill Neal 74.70
Farrar Co. 2.50
Public Service Co. 158.50
American Fire Equip. Co. 57.63
Laconia Supply Co. 11.00
Cantin Chevrolet Co. 8.23
Massachusetts Bonding &
Insurance Co. 204.75
Laconia Radio & Supply Co. 5.50
Prescott & Erickson 160.00
John F. Goddard, Jr. 61.20
Wilkinson Funeral Home 5.00
$10,832.95
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Lakes Region Mutual Fire
Aid Association 6.00
Grace N. Maloon 24.50
Scott & Williams, Inc. 6.00
Treasurer, State of N. H. 15.00
Robert H. Irwin Motors, Inc. 6.57
The C. G. Braxmar Co., Inc. 38.26
Globe Manufacturing Co. 275.55
Leon A. Richardson 38.40
Dennis O'Shea, Inc. 5.50
Motorola Communications &
Electronics, Inc. 136.07
Perreaults' Mens' Shop 55.00
Belknap Agency, Insurance 226.90
Adjustment on Firemen's
Retirement 2.20




Philip Bryant, Road Ag;ent $4,882.44
Clayton 0. Swain 4,172.20
Benjamin E. Weeks 3,770.75
Harold Haskell 3,776.75
Arthur Valliere 3,423.95
Carroll L. Page 156.80









Pleasant View Farm 466.35
Royal Smith 84.00




Scott Machinery, Inc. 104.86
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc. 299.16
Laconia Welding Service 38.51
Carpenter & Patterson, Inc. 175.36
Woodwards' Sales & Service 592.99
R. C. Hazelton Co., Inc. 285.51
Belknap Tire Co. 250.43
Norman G. Pynn 454.96
Carignan Bros. 110.00
Signal Auto Supply Co. 22.35
William Rozen 3.50
W. D. Huse & Co., Inc. 33.04
R. H. Smith Co. 24.06
Laconia Hardware Co. 4.47
Flower Pharmacy 6.75
H. Bickford & Co. 55.19
Haywards' Country Store 16.18
Public Works & Highways 361.09
Laconia Awning & Glass Co. 89.40
Central N. H. Tractor Co., Inc. 7.82
W. A. Beauchaine & Sons, Inc. 50.00
N. H. Explosives & Machinery Co. 131.40
Royal W. Smith 45.54






William M. Brown, Insurance $182.53
Barnegat Agency, Insurance 94.73
Robert G. Watson, Electrician 35.81
Forney Arc Welders, Inc. 339.00
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc. 17.99
Treas. of State of N. H. 218.00
International Salt Co. 994.50
Acme Oil Co. 3,832.83
Moody Motor Sales & Service 125.00
Gardner Fuel Service 175.50
N. H. Bituminous Products Co. 6,721.57
Haywards' Country Store 11.43
Leslie E. Roberts, Equipment hire 1,881.25
John H. Lyman, Equipment hire 242.65
Wilfred Gilbert, Equipment hire 97.74
R. H. Smith Co. 239.78
Tilton Sand & Gravel, Inc. 418.22
Laconia Milling Corp. 48.56
The Village Store 1.73
Scott Machinery, Inc. 100.00
Milo F. Bacon 830.76
Belknap Agency, Insurance 667.13
Lakes Region Transit Co.,
Equipment hire 311.60
W. D. Huse & Co., Inc. 3.23
N. H. Tractor Corp. 855.00
Public Works & Highways 136.90
Novicki Cement Block Co. 9.45
Laconia Construction & Paving Co. 222.53
Simoneau Construction Co. 15.05
Stewart E. Vincent 127.50





Glines Service Station 6.25
Signal Auto Supply Inc. 1.30
Detail No. 9
Gilford Beach
Lester F. Sargent, Attendant $557.12
Linda Hall, Lifeguard 390.00
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. 75.78







Donald P. York, R,aft 496.63
Story Drug Store 3.91
Fay's Boat Yard, Diving board 95.00
Allen-Rogers Corp. 9.00
Goodhue Boat Yard 5.69
Rex B. Swain, Plumber 65.21
The Village Store 1.59
The Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Co. 1.31
Laconia Hardware Co. 1.99
Lakes Region Transit Co. 62.55
J. J. Morin, Inc. 39.32
Simoneau Construction Co. 87.95
Detail No. 10
Memorial Day
Laconia Hardware Co. $17.33
D. D. Whittemore 30.60








City of Laconia 73.80
Detail No. 12
Water Works
David A. Smith, Reading Meters $10.00
Robert G. Watson, Electrician 4.10
Sidney Lerman 14.75
Public Service Co. 360.80
Philip Bryant 10.00
Phihp Bryant, Water samples 16.46
Harold Haskell 7.50
Arthur Valliere 7.00
Rex B. Swain, Plumber 89.94
Brooksies 18.00
Detail No. 13
Glendale Wharves and Parking Area
Lakes Region Transit Co. $403.00
Milo F. Bacon 3,158.10
Horace Patten, Policing 35.63
Robert Breton, Policing 20.00
David Smith, Policing 229.13
Reginald Adams, Policing 17.50
Clarence Dame, Policing 124.38















Glendale Docks — Special Appropriation
Miller Marine Construction $15,101.50





State of New Hampshire $2,839.27
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YOU CAN HELP PREVENT FOREST FIRES
Twenty-five percent of all forest fires in New Hamp-
shire are caused from careless debris burning — brush,
paper, leaves, grass, etc. Most of them are started with-
out the required permit from the local forest fire warden.
The cost of extinguishing these fires annually runs into
large sums of money.
According to law, responsible parties must pay the
cost of putting them out. In addition, violators may be
subject to court prosecution with fines running as high
as ($200) two-hundred dollars.
In the interest of fire prevention why not eliminate
burning at home? Use your town dump. It has been set
up for your personal convenience. It provides a suitable
place for the disposal of dangerous inflammable waste
material and other useless items which accumulate
around the home and local stores; brush, etc., cut on
your property. Eliminate the hazard of burning your-
self. It will be easier for you personally and financially.
If, however, you do burn on your premises:
1. Secure a permit from your local forest fire war-
den — the law requires it.
2. Be sure to properly supervise your burning.
Don't leave it.
3. Make certain your fire is DEAD OUT before
leaving it.
Save yourself much possible difficulty. Use your
town dump.
Number of local fires, 5.
Number of acres burned, 2%.
Number of permits issued, 307.
THOS. J. KING, MILO BACON,
District Fire Chief Forest Fire Warden
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GILFORD PUBLIC LIBRARY
To the Citizens of the Town of Gilford:
The undersigned Trustees of the Gilford Public
Library submit the following report for the year ending
December 31, 1958.
Mrs. Dorothy Simonds, librarian, attended in April
the Annual New Hampshire Library Association meet-
ing; together with Mrs. Eisner, the dedication cere-
monies of the new wing of the Laconia library last
spring; and together with Mr. Lord, the Regional Meet-
ing of Trustees and Librarians at Moultonboro in Decem-
ber. In October at the invitation of the Women's Union
of the Laconia Congregational Church she was the
speaker of the evening and gave book reviews under
the title "Adventures in Reading."
Last summer the librarian cooperated with the Girl
Scout Day Camp by lending approximately fifty books
about the West in line with their program.
The much appreciated flowers in the bed on the lawn
were given and planted by Dave Smith and Hazel Weed.
In November during Book Week Mrs. Kathleen Taylor
gave a talk at the library to both third grades on the
library and children's books and spoke at the school to
the fifth and sixth grades. Mrs. Weed had a story hour
at the library.
We now have the new card catalog, shelves for the








Report of Librarian of the Gilford Public Library
for 1958
Since July, 1957, an extensive program of renovation
of the library records has been carried on to conform
with standard library practices. The entire collection is
being cataloged according to the Dewey Decimal classi-
fication system with an up-to-date dictionary card
catalog including author, title, and subject entries. An
accurate system of record of withdrawals and new acces-
sions has been established, and an accurate shelf-list is
in the process of being made. The system of charging
out books has been simplified and made more efficient
by establishing a cross-index file card registration and
borrowers' identification card system. When all these
various processes are completed, the Gilford Public
Library will have accurate records of all books in the
collection, and will have an efficient card catalog to
enable patrons to immediately know what material is
available on various subjects.
However, until all the cataloging, etc., is completed,
and an accurate shelf-list is established (which is in
effect an inventory of all books on the shelves); of neces-
sity, the figures reported for total volumes in the collec-
tion are not entirely accurate. Because throughout the
years an accurate record of all withdrawals and dis-
cards was not always kept, there is a rather large dis-
crepancy between the number of volumes that should
be in the collection according to available records and
what are actually on the shelves. This will all be cor-
rected when the project is fully completed.
The librarian has worked in close cooperation in this
renovation with various consultants from the New Hamp-




No. of volumes cataloged Jan. 1, 1958
according to available records 8,993
No. of volumes actually on shelves
Jan. 1, 1958 (estimated) 5,605
Volumes purchased by town in 1958 264
Volumes donated by friends:
Mrs. Carroll Wells 17
Mrs. Walker Weed 10
Mrs. Parkman Howe 6
Penny Pitou 2
David Van Etten
Mrs. John F. Howe
Dr. Nathan C. Brody
Mrs. Park Custis
Reede Thomas
Dorothy and Lewis Rosenthal Foundation
Sons of the American Revolution
Heritage House
New York Life Insurance Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter C. Kling as a memorial
to Lincoln Duane Talbot 1
Anonymous 5
No. of volumes already on shelves given
accession numbers 9
(7 of these already listed as gifts)
Total volumes purchased, donated, and given
new accession numbers in 1958 316
No. of volumes discarded in 1958 160
No. of volumes cataloged according to avail-
able records on Dec. 31, 1958 9,249
No. of volumes actually on shelves Dec. 31,
1958 (estimated) 5,912
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Magazines were also donated to the library by the
following persons:
Mrs. William Lord















led at school 935
Increase in circulation
over 1957
No. of Bookmobile books loaned at Library
(including special long term non-fiction loans) 738
No. of books borrowed by mail from
State Library 82
No. of books borrowed from Laconia Library 15
Increase in Bookmobile books loaned at
school over 1957 35
Increase in Bookmobile books loaned at
Library over 1957 494
Increase in books borrowed by mail from
State Library over 1957 47
Increase in books borrowed from Laconia Library 11
Registration Records
Since March, 1958, a new system of charging out
books has been in effect, by number instead of by name.
Each borrower as he has come into the library has been
52
registered and given a numbered identification card.
The period of registration is for three years.





Balance brought forward Jan. 1, 1958 $2.28
Cash received from fines during 1958 120.01
Cash received from sale of old books in 1958 1.10
Cash received from non-resident fees in 1958 .25
$123.64
Cash paid for supplies $8.98
Cash paid for postage 7.66
Cash turned over to Wm. Lord for fines,
fees, and sale of old books 102.00






Treasurer Report — 1958
$325.01
Receipts
Balance on hand Jan. 1 , 1958
From Town Treasurer,
Appropriation $2,000.00
From Fines and Fees 101.15























Misc. other operating expenses
ox 1 .urt
N. H. Library Assn. dues $5.00














REPORT ON ADDRESSOGRAPH AND
MULTIGRAPH MACHINES
The purchase of the Addressograph and Multigraph
machines from the City of Laconia and their use during
the year have been a great help in the detail and daily
work of the assessing department. The name and ad-
dress plates, filed alphabetically, give instant reference
to the field book number and page where recorded such
facts and information as we possess regarding the
property of the owner in question.
The field books themselves, numbering now over a
dozen, list in so-called geographical sequence, (that is,
along the road) approximately one hundred and twenty-
five parcels each. So now, knowing either name or loca-
tion, practically any one can find the office record de-
sired.
In place of the three groupings under each letter, due
to copying from three alphabetically arranged "blotter"
books, which one had to search through in last year's
Town report — after deciding whether a name in ques-
tion belonged to a resident or non-resident, or had a
Lake Shore cabin or trailer or boat only. All taxpayers
are now listed alphabetically.
However, group listing can be done. There are a
dozen places where a little tab can be affixed to a name
plate which will trip the Multigraph into printing all
plates in whichever of the twelve categories it is desired
to list. At present we use four groupings, all names,
non-resident — who receive the Town report by mail,
Lake Shore Park cabin owners, and boat and/or trailer
owners, only.
A few words will indicate the labor saving in writing
names and addresses on inventory sheets, sent to all
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property owners, Town reports mailed to non-residents,
tax collector's warrant, dog lists, the Town "standard"
or complete inventory of the Town, two copies of which
must be made each year, and in miscellaneous mailings
by other departments of the Town. The Multigraph
machine prints 300-400 plates per hour.
AUDITOR'S REPORT
We, the undersigned Auditors of the Town of Gilford,
have examined the accounts of the Treasurer, Select-
men, Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Trustees of Trust
Funds, and Treasurer of the Public Library for the year
1958, and find them correctly cast and properly vouched.








There were twenty-two (22) fires during the past year.
Ten (10) were building fires, and twelve (12) were brush
and grass fires. The fire department responded to eight
(8) mutual aid calls and we asked for assistance on four
(4) occasions. In all, we had a very fortunate year with
only two (2) major fires, which were one barn and one
house fire. Neither were a total loss.
Work at the Glendale station is still progressing well,
and every one deserves a great deal of credit for what
they have done in the past year.
The White 500 G.P.M. pumper is now twenty-three
(23) years old, and breaks down at nearly every fire.
The last breakdown resulted in odds and ends being
picked out of junk boxes, as no new parts could be
obtained.
Every year the purchase of a new truck is postponed,
due to no station. There is an increase in price of $500.00
to $600.00. You should consider a new truck this year,
and a station to house it in.
As Gilford continues to grow, so must your fire de-
partment, if it is to carry the responsibility for fires
throughout the town of Gilford.
There is still badly needed construction of a village
waterworks system capable of enough water pressure
for the hydrants we now have. A suitable place to pump
water at the brook passing through the village is also
badly needed. The lift at the present road level is far
too great. This could be overcome by the construction
of a very low dam of water.
The cooperation received from all departments of the
town has been most sincerely appreciated. The towns-
people are to be highly complimented for the fine way in
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which they have held fires during 1958 to this very un-
usual low. Let's make 1959 another banner year.
Respectfully submitted,
HAROLD I. WILKINSON, Chief
J. F. GODDARD, JR., 1st Engineer
WILLIS H. HOYT, 2nd Engineer
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REPORT OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
I hereby submit this report of the Police Department
for the year ending December 31, 1958.
This past year has seen many improvements, which
have become most necessary due to the rapid growth of
the population of the Town and the ever increasing
popularity of this region as a recreational and resort
area.
Probably the first, and most important, of these im-
provements was the cruiser which we took delivery
on May 21st. Second, and also very important, was the
installation of two, two-way radios in the cruiser. One
is on the State Police frequency and the other on the
Laconia Police frequency making possible immediate
communication with the cruiser wherever it may be.
Third was the addition of a night man on the cruiser
to assist during the busy summer months which afforded
more adequate police protection during the busy hours
of the day and night.
I believe that the well marked police cruiser has
served as a deterrent to major crime inasmuch as the
major crimes have decreased in Gilford since its pur-
chase. It is well to note that many authorities have
agreed that our cruiser is as well equipped as any
within the State. It has been used to transport essential
medicines, as an ambulance, to transport such essential
equipment as the resuscitator on several occasions as
well as carying out its regular duties.
Plans were inaugurated for the provision of an office,
to be used as Police Headquarters, at the Town Hall to
be ready for occupancy on or about the first of January.
I have attended the seminars and conferences spon-
sored by the F. B. I. and dealing with law enforcement
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this past year as in previous years. Also I try to attend
the meetings of the New Hampshire Association of
Chiefs of Police, Inc., of which I am a member of the
Board of Directors for 1958-59.
The Gilford Police Relief Association has been func-
tioning very well this year, with a large percentage of
the officers attending the regular monthly meetings.
Our Association joined with the Alton Association in
taking the standard course in First Aid under the
leadership of Mr. W. D. McAllister, American Red Cross
First Aid Instructor, and we hope to be able to take




REPORT OF THE GILFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT








MAURICE W. SAWYER WILLIAM S. LORD
School Board
RICHARD C. TALBOT Term expires 1959
ESTHER PETERS Term expires 1960










Regular meeting of School Board second Tuesday of
each month at 7:30 p. m.
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SCHOOL WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the town
of Gilford qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Gilford Grade
School in said district on the fourteenth day of March
1959, at two o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the
following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the
School Board and Truant Officer, and fix the compen-
sation of any other officers of the district.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Commit-
tees, or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in
relation to any subject embraced in this warrant.
8. To see what sum of money the district will raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
salaries of school district officials and agents, and for
the payment of statutory obligations of the district, and
to authorize the application against said appropriation of
such sums as are estimated to be received from the
state foundation aid fund together with other income;
the school board to certify to the selectmen the balance
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between the estimated revenue and the appropriation,
which balance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
9. To see if the district will vote to authorize the
school board to make application for and to accept, on
behalf of the district, any or all grants or other funds
for educational purposes which may now or hereafter
be forthcoming from the United States Government or
from the State of New Hampshire.
10. To see if the district will vote to authorize the
School Board to accept fifty dollars ($50.00) from the
Public Service Company for the purpose of clearing a
title.
11. To transact any other business which may legally
come before this meeting.
Given under our hands at said Gilford this twenty-
























Salaries of District Officers $490.00 $490.00
Supt's Salary (local share) 1,323.40 1,464.90
Tax for Statewide Supervision 850.00 850.00
Salaries of other Adminis-
trative Personnel 1,652.45 1,765.87
Supplies and Expenses 890.17 873.29
Instruction:
Teachers' Salaries













































Total Expenditures $187,463.63 $207,794.14
Receipts
Balance $0.00 $0.00
State Aid 7,000.00 7,500.00





For Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1958
Receipts
Cash on hand, July 1, 1957 $0.00
Current Appropriation 173,387.31
National School Lunch 1,938.81
Refunds 32,173.98
Sale of Supplies 50.00




1. Salaries of District Officers:
Lucille Allen $10.00
Muriel Langill 150.00





Arthur A. Tilton 10.00
Total $490.00
Superintendent's Salary:
Total salary of Superintendent
was $7,700.00. School Districts
paid: Tilton-Northfield $2,206.-
88, Belmont $906.88, Canter-
bury $341.12, Gilford $1,219.-
40, Gilmanton $525.72, State
of New Hampshu-e $2,500.00.
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1,219.40
3. Tax for Statewide Supervision:
State of New Hampshire 744.00










Citizen Publishing Company $29.83
Corey McAllister, petty cash 25.00
Edson Eastman Co. 18.23
Howell Printing & Dupli-
cating 25.40
Muriel Langill, Treasurer 5.32
N. H. School Boards Assoc. 10.00
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. 250.65
John J. Nissen Baking Co. 19.20
A. H. Rice Co. 12.71
Frank Sanborn 22.50
Jack Sawyer 23.93
Supervisory Union No. 59 464.31















Arlene Phelps, remedial 665.00
Marion Burley, tutoring 235.00
Isabelle Shipman, substitute 170.00
Emily Vincent, substitute 340.00
Rinehard Handwriting System 500.00
Total Contract Salaries $32,850.00
Total Paid Teachers * 39,901.71




FoUett Publishing Company 158.57
Ginn & Company 54.48
D. C. Heath & Co. 174.34
Scott Foresman & Co. 116.06
Webster Publishing Company 106.65
World Book Company 36.15
Total 673.05
8. Scholars' Supplies 2,766.11
9. Salaries of Clerical Assistants 0.00
10. Supplies and Expenses 363.57
The amount actually paid may not
be the same as the contract price
because of sick leave or other rea-
sons. The total amount includes












J. H. Dow & Sons





13. Water, Light, Supplies and
Expenses:
Bouha-Gorrell $33.68
M. F. Bragdon Company 379.14
Goodwin Paper Company 231.56
Laconia Hardware Co. 21.36
Merrimack Farmers Exchange 13.53
Palmer-Simpson Company 9.90






14. Repairs and Replacements:
Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Co. $223.30
M. F. Bragdon Paint Co. 14.75
Cardigan Sport Store 200.00
Diamond Match Company 4.21
Gilford Building Fund 1,566.01
Goodwin Paper Company 2.50
Laconia Hardware Company 590.91
Lougee-Robinson 6.27







Chas. C. Rogers Co., Inc. 28.79
Everett Sanborn 201.20
Sherwin Williams Co. 48.40
David A. Smith 20.00




Town of Gilford 500.00






Leonard J. Slovack, M. D. 165.60
Total 193.17
16. Transportation:
Maude A. Gray $33.15
Laconia Street Railway 13,876.00
Ernest J. Pelletier & Son 10.00
Total 13,919.15
17. Tuition:




Inter-Lakes School District 350.00
Laconia School District 56,605.18










Dept. Public Welfare $1.00
N. H. Teachers' Retirement
System 1,444.69
Treasurer, State of N. H. 561.10





Lamprey & Lamprey 93.55
Total
21. Lands and New Buildings:
David A. and Celia L.
Smith $3,500.00








Cardigan Sport Store $396.00
Nighswander, Lord & Bownes 112.29
Wood Brothers 144.74
Total 653.03
24. Payment into Capital Reserve Fund: 0.00





























We have carefully examined the accounts of the
treasurer and school board for the fiscal year ending
on the 30th of June, 1958, including the accounts of the
general fund and of the building fund, and have found



































Irving W. Hersey $9,301.26
Alfred T. Granger 100.00
General Contract:
Adrien A. Labrie 155,086.00
Sub-Contractors:
Carter Electric 81.00
General Electric Supply Co. 211.73
Northern Heating & Plumbing Co. 11.01
Seamans Distributors 1,632.27
R. H. Smith Co. 578.35
Maurice Tibbetts 13.95






Dolby & Lilly 112.50
Filene's, shades 85.72
Gilford School District 800.00
J. L. Hammett 90.45
Laconia Street Railway 38.00
Fred Medart Products, Inc.,
basketball equipment 1,652.50
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Milton Bradley, files 151.84
Mt. Kilburn Paper Co.,
desks and chairs 2,822.54
N. H. Distributing Agency 10.00
Paris Manufacturing Co.,
desks and chairs 519.46
Wood Brothers, stage curtains 832.26
Site Development:
Red Dunn 200.00
Town of Gilford 1,010.85
Other Expenses:
Mrs. Allan Ayre, typing 8.00
Belknap Mt. Recreation Area,
rent of hall 50.00
Kellers 11.53
Laconia National Bank 2.75
Sidney Lerman, printing 105.30
Nighswander, Lord & Bownes,
legal fees 183.47
Charles C. Rogers Co., clerical
supplies 23.25
Lorraine T. Royce, clerical 8.00
Telephone, postage 98.85
Tyler Advertising Inc., printing 357.00
Upton, Sanders & Upton, legal fees 15.00
Total Expenditures $179,031.29
Balance June 30, 1958 1,000.00
$180,031.29
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REPORT OF SUPERiMTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the Members of the School Board,
Parents and Voters:
Municipsi Budget Act
This year marks the first year of operation in Gilford
of the Municipal Budget Act. The School Board submits
a proposed budget to the Budget Committee, which has
the legal responsibility of determining the final budget
to be submitted to the district meeting.
School Proposed Budget
The proposed budget of the School Board will show
increases in tuition costs of approximately twelve thous-
and dollars, an approximate increase of three thousand
in teachers' salaries, and approximately three thousand
in transportation costs. The item for heat was reduced
by five hundred dollars. Most of the school items were
almost the same figure as last year.
The district will pay twenty-five thousand dollars in
retirement of bonds and four thousand six hundred
fifty in interest. The addition to the original building
will be completely paid in 1965 and the new addition
will be amortized in 1966.
Tuition Rates and Costs
The following table shows the tuition rates and totals
paid since the pupils of Grades 7 and 8 were assigned to
Laconia in September 1947 because of lack of classrooms
in Gilford:
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Senior High Junior High
Tuition Tuition
Year Total Payments Rate Rate
1959-60 $73,436.00 $404.00 $339.00
1958-59 59,660.00 376.00 300.00
1957-58 62,530.00 350.00 315.00
1956-57 45,727.79 346.00 319.00
1955-56 38,384.41 321.00 292.00
1954-55 30,893.68 320.00 280.00
1953-54 27,148.17 305.00 265.00
1952-53 25,837.74 285.00 238.00
1951-52 21,781.14 262.00 233.00
1950-51 17,824.48 245.00 205.00
1949-50 15,176.56 195.00 125.00
1948-49 11,360.24 150.00 110.00
1947-48 9,133.43 125.00 100.00
1946-47 5,789.41 108.00 95.00
1945-46 4,239.56 100.00 92.00
Summary of Tuition Costs
The tuition costs of all New Hampshire high schools
continue to soar and will probably reach over five
hundred dollars within five years.
Since 1946 the costs have increased over 300 per
cent.
The number of pupils attending high school will in-
crease annually because of the continual growth of
Gilford.

















2 40 45 44 46 53 49 35
3 41 40 45 44 46 53 49
4 37 41 40 45 44 46 53
5 45 37 41 40 45 44 46
6 38 45 37 41 40 45 44
Total 1-6 246 252 253 269 277 272 276
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Grade 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964
7 27 38 45 37 41 40 45
8 29 27 38 45 37 41 40
Total 7-8 56 65 83 82 78 81 85
9 33 29 27 38 45 37 41
10 22 33 29 27 38 45 37
11 20 22 33 29 27 38 45
12 18 20 22 33 29 27 38
Total 9-12 93 104 111 127 139 147 161
Grand
Total 395 421 447 478 494 500 522
SCHOOL CALENDAR — 1959-60 SCHOOL YEAR
Supervisory Union No. 59
Belmont, Canterbury, Gilford Gilmanton,
Tilton-Northfield
Schools open Tuesday, September 9, 1959.
Holiday, Columbus Day, Monday, October 12, 1959.
State Teachers' Convention, Manchester, N. H., Octo-
ber 15-16, 1959.
Holiday, Wednesday, November 11, 1959, Veterans' Day.
Thanksgiving Vacation, Schools close Wednesday, No-
vember 25, 1959.
Schools reopen Monday, November 30, 1959.
Christmas Vacation, Schools close Friday, December 23,
1959.
Schools reopen, Monday, January 4, 1960.
Winter Vacation, Schools close February 19, 1960.
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Schools reopen, Monday, February 29, 1960.
Spring Institute, April 9, 1960.
Spring Vacation, Schools close Friday, April 22, 1960.
Schools reopen Monday, May 2, 1960.
Schools close June 23, 1960 or earlier or later date to
make a total of 180 days.
Subject to changes by local School Boards.
This Calendar includes in vacation periods:
Labor Day, September 7, 1959
Thanksgiving Day, November 26, 1959
Christmas Day, December 25, 1959
New Year's Day, January 1, 1960
Washington's Birthday,, February 22, 1960
Fast Day, April 28, 1960
Memorial Day, May 30, 1960












* Plus 3 Days Teachers' Convention
(1 day allowed for weather)
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The enrollment on January 5, 1959 follow:
Natalie Davis Grade 1 23
Dorothy MacAllister 1 22
Louise Foster 2 21
Dorothy Hoey 2 19
Beulah Gustafson 3 20
Arlene Phelps 3 21
Katherine Barnard 4 37
Ethel DoUoff 5 22
Irma Fortin 5 23
Helena Bryant 6 18
Corey McAllister 6 20
Mildred Cook Kindergarten 28
Total 246
Teaching Staff
The Gilford teaching staff does excellent work as
shown by standard test results. The graduates are a real
standard-raising group in junior and senior high
schools.
The School Board was very fortunate in not losing a
teacher from the staff of the past year. One kinder-
garten and one grade teacher were added.
The teachers have an excellent morale, aided by rea-
sonable pupil loads, excellent books and equipment,
and wonderful teaching conditions.
Future Building Needs
A new building site should be acquired to care for
the building needs that may be very necessary within a
few years. A ten-acre lot in a desirable location should
be obtained as a capital reserve investment in the Gil-
ford educational development.
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PUPILS ATTENDING INTER-LAKES, MEREDITH
John French, Grade IX David French, Grade XII
PUPILS ATTENDING BELMONT
Melissa Bach, Grade XII
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Gilford Insurance
Fire Insurance — Gilford Grade School
Amount on Building $150,000.00
Amount on Contents 18,000.00
Total $168,000.00
Premium for 1959 $1,334.24
Premium for 1960 $1,521.92
Premium for 1961 $1,107.00
Public Liability — School Building and Grounds
Bodily Injury Limit $100,000 Each Person
Bodily Injury Limit $200,000 Each Accident
Property Damage Limit $5,000 Each Accident
Premium for 1959 $75.92
Workmen's Compensation — Covering All School
Standard Provisions of Workmen's Compensation Law
— all medical bills for accidents occurring while on the
job and limited occupational diseases, % of weekly
salary — minimum of $20/wk. — maximum of $37/wk.
and death benefit of $12,617.
Premium for 1959 $117.34
Boiler Insurance — Covering:
(1) H. B. Smith Hot Water Oil Fired Boiler
(2) Weil-McLain C. I. S. Oil Fired Boiler
(3) Unk Hot Water Tank
(4) Unk Expansion Tanks (2)
(5) All Piping Throughout Building
Limit Per Accident $25,000.00




May I express my appreciation for the excellent co-
operation I have received from the three efficient and
understanding board members, Mr. Richard C. Talbot,
Mrs. Esther Peters and Mr. Jack Sawyer. They have
attended many lengthy regular and special meetings to
insure the best possible education for your children.
They have insured economy and efficiency in the build-
ing construction, the school operation, and the manage-
ment of the school cafeteria.
The Parent-Teacher Association has been a decided
asset to the Gilford Schools. Its cooperation will be very
helpful in assisting the school to gain the educational
benefits of the new television program from the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire.
The cooperation of the Principal, the teaching staff,
the cafeteria workers, the custodians, and the bus drivers
has made Gilford an outstanding school system.
It has been said that "The elementary school is our
American heritage." Gilford has a long history of
elementary education from the many district schools to
the fine structure of 1959, which would probably take
$400,000 to replace at modern costs. The people of
Gilford have always wanted a heritage of good education





















Ahern, Michael C. & Louise H.
Aiken, Doris C. & Carroll W.
Ainsworth, W. C.
Akerman, Wallace & Ruth
Aldrich, Thelma M., Est.
Aldrich, Lewis A. & Janet E.
Aldrich, Robert
Alden, Walter F., Jr.
Allan, Dorothy
Allen, Eunice F.
Allen, George W., Est.
Allen, Thomas G. & Lucille V.
Alley, Ralph E.
Alley, Ralph E., Jr.
Althens, Wayne A. & Joyce
Alward, W. S.
American Oil Co.
Ames, B. F., D. D., J. E., E. N.
Ames, R. Morrill, Est.
Anderson, Arthur H. & Evelyn
Anderson, Earl A.
Anderson, Ralph H. & Florence
Andrews, Carl G. & Ruth
Andrews, Dr. Earl P.
Andrews, H. H.
Andrews, Samuel
Angers, Clyde W. & Anita A.
Angers, Wallace & Irene
Annis, James M. & Barbara
Appleyard, Dr. A. E.
Armitage, C. H.
Armstrong, James H. & Marguerite E.
Arnold, Lillie R. & Lucy F.
Arnold, Marie E.
Arnold, Sarah, et al
* Veterans Exemption Allowed.
Description Assessed Valuation
L & B $ 2,500 *




L & B 500
Land 1,250
L &B 3,500 *
L & B 8,000
L & B 4,000
L & B & Boat 2,225
L & B 5,000
L & B 1,000
Boat 375
Cabin 400
L & B 14,000






L & B 6,000 *




Pumps and Tanks 225




L & B 4,000
L & B 5,000




L & B 1,200
Trailer 250 *
L & B 3,500
Cottage 1,000
L & B & Trailer 3,000
L & B 6,000
Land 2,000
L & B 3,000
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Name
Arsenault, Leon & Emma
Artz, Ruth
Atkinson, Fletcher W. & Norma
Atkinson, H. M. & Peavey, Irene A.
Aurelio, George & Jennie C.
Austin, Allen B. & Constance I.
Austin, Constance I.
Avery, Abbie M.
Ayers, Jule & Alice H.
Bacon, Forrest & Mrs.
Bacon, Mary C.
Bacon, Milo F. & Minnie M.
Baer, Robert F. & Brenda R.
Baillargeon, Delphis & Alexandrine
Baillargeon, Gaitan B. & Sandra S.
Baker, Harold A.
Baker, L. M. & Louise G.
Baker, Lowell
Baker. Norma & Sidney F.
Baker, William H. & Rita A.
Baker, Dr. William J. & Jean H.
Baldi, Adeline L. & Attilia
Baldwin, Charles H.
Baldwin, Henry C. & Thelma H.
Ballard, Horace C. & Mildred W.
Banks, Jane
Banks, Henry H.
Baril, Jules & Marie




Barnard, Kathryn A. &
Clarence F., Jr.
Barnes, Capt. Ray A.
Barnes, Julia M.
Barry, Nellie M.
Barton, George A. & Ida I.
Batchelder, Clyde F. & Ethel Ladd
Batchelder, Robert P. & A. Virginia
Bates, Virginia
Baxter, Douglass A. & Caroline F.
Bean, Alden L. & Ruth A.
Bean, Analie & Payson
Bean, Clarence
Bean, Harry A. & Thelma
Bean, Harry D. & Ethel M.
Beane, Dana S., Jr.




Bedard, Alphee T. & Eduilda
Bedard, Armand W.
• Veterans Exemption Allowed.
Description Assessed Valuation
L & B 12,000
L & B 5,000
L & B 5,000
L & B 6,000
L & B 3,500**
L & B 10,000 *
Land 700
L & B 3,000
L & B 7,000
Trailer 1,400
Cabin 400
L & B & Stock in Trade 10,000




L & B & Boat 3,900
Boat 400




































Xame Description Assessod Valuation
Beebe, E. C. Boat 900
Beebe, Janet M. L & B 10,000
Belcher, John G. & Tobey, Ernest C. L & B 18,000
Belknap County Commissioners L & B 50,000
Belknap County Sportsmen Land 550
Bellveau, Arthur F. & Mary J. Camp 100
Bellows, A. L., R., L. F., & W. C. L & B 6,500
Bellows, William R. L & B 1,200
Bennett, Leon K. & Ida B. Land & Trailer 3,000
Bennet, Rosa M. L & B 2,000
Benson, H. W. Boat 90
Benson, H. W. Trailer 250
Benson, Paul Boat 675
Benton, Marion I. & Corning, Jr. L & B 6,000
Bergstein, Leon A. & Clara W. L & B 7,000
Bernard, Emile Boat 75
Bernier, Bertha M. L & B *
Berry, Scott Cabin loo
Berry, Scott E. Trailer 500
Berry, Stuart Cabin 600
Berry, Walter & Louise Cabin 600
Bianco, James & Emma L & B 5,000
Bickford, Charles R. Land 600
Bidwell, David F. & Eloise G. L & B 2,000
Bilodeau, Joseph A. L & B & Boat & Stock
in Trade 8,300
Birch Island Camp Co. L & B 4,000
Birdsall, Isa B. & Lutz, Iverna B. L & B 7,000
Bischoff, Madeline L & B 4,000
Bishop, Charles E. & Anne L. L & B 3,£00
Blais, Shirley & Roger L & B 3,000
Blaisdell, Daniel C. & Grace E. L & B 2,200
Blake, John C. L & B 1,650
Blanchette, W. A. & Sadie A. L & B 1,500
Bliss, Robert E. & Edna Cabin & Boat 900
Blomstedt, Horace 0. Cabin 500
Boerner, William E. Cabin 500
Bollard, Henry & Marie Land 750
Bolduc, Charles H. & Ora M. L & B & Livestock 7,700
Bolduc, Gideon Camp 750
Bolduc, Kenneth P. & Barbara A. L & B 5,000 *
Bolduc, Roland H. & Marie A. L & B 5,000
Borden, M. E., C. E., E. L., &
Wade, M. I. L & B 3,000
Borgatti, Robert A. Land 400
Bosquet, Roland R. & Marilyn M. L & B 4,000
Boucher, Albert & Mary L & B 2,000
Boudreau, Helen M. L & B 3,000
Boutot, Arthur E. & Alma R. L & B & Boat 5,200
Bowman, Ralph B., et al Land 650
Boyd, Annie H. L & B 5,000
Bradbury, Jerome Cabin 400
Bradley, John W. & Mrs. Trailer 850




Brainerd, Robert A. & Marion F.
Brandt, Edward T. & Dorothy M.
Brann, Evelyn S. & Bertrand F.
Breton, Aime & Yvonne
Breton, Annette L.
Breton, Gerard Aime & Ruth Mary
Breton, J. P. Andrew & Florence
Breton, Robert & Rachel
Breton, Roland A. & Rita
Breton, Roland A. & Rita





Brisse, Frank D. & Frances E.





Brouillard, Aldemore & Lea R.
Brown, Edgar & Eleanor
Brown, F^-ances B. C. & Dr. Winfield
Brown, Helen
Brown, J. Douglass & June S.
Brown, Kenneth W. & Ruth E.
Brown, Reginald & Gertrude F.




Bryant, H. L. & T. M.
Buczak, Edwin J. & Ruth
Buell, Helen E., Est.
Bugbee, Agnes M.
Bullen, 0. W. & Marjorie C.
Bunker, Kenneth & Suzanne T.




Burke, Clayton & Simone J.
Burke, William T. & Evelyn W.
Burley, Frank I. & Marion R.
Burnett, Maud H.
Burnham, Frederick A. & Mildred A.
Burnham, Hazel R. & Chester H.
Burritt Lumber Co.
Bursaw, Burton B. & Gretchen W.
Bursaw, Edward J. & Pauline W.
Burt, Richard H. & Eleanor S.
Burtt, Barbara
Burtt, Jerome & Mildred T.
• Veterans Exemption Allowed.
Description Assessed Valuation
L & B 8,500
L & B 15,340
L & B 7,000
L & B 4,500
L & B 1,000
Land 250
L & B 1,300 *
Land & Trailer 1,800
L & B 1,500 *
Land 300
L &B 15,000
L & B 10,000
Land 1,500
L & B 6,000
L & B & Boat 11,000
L & B & Boat 14,300





L & B 3,000
Trailer *
L & B IS^OOO
Cabin 400
L & B 8,000
L & B & Boat 5,325
L & B & Boat 4,500
L & B 6,000
Land 300
Boat 500
L & B 4,500
L & B 5,500
L & B 3,750
L & B & Boat 9,260
L & B 8,500
L & B & Boat 7,175
L & B 4,000 =*




L & B & Boat 8,000
L & B 3,500 '
L & B & Stock in Trade 12,000
Cabin 400
L & B & Boat 2,125
L & B 20,000
Stock in Trade 11,369
L & B 6,500
L & B & Boat 5,635
L & B 5,500 ^
L & B 6,500





Bussell, Howard E. & Pauline R.
Butler, Jack & Betty
Butman, Loren P. & Joan R.
Butman, Mrs. Norman
Butterfield, Kenneth & Lillian
Buttrick, David H. & Kate
Buttrick, David H. & Kate T.
Buzzell, Stanton
Buzzell, Stanton & Brock, Walter
Camire, Henry
Campbell, Foster A. & Florence M.
Campbell, Mrs. Larou
Campeau, Mary E. S.
Camp Lawrence
Camp Samoset
Canepa, Lucille M. & John J.
Cann, Alden R. A. & Hazel D.




Carpenter, Albert L. & Marion S.
Carpenter, Louis & Germaine
Carr, Janet
Carroll, Michael J.
Carter, Daniel G. & Joanna M.











Charles C. Rogers, Inc.
Charnock, H. Irving & Edna Mae
Chase, Alan S. & Eloise
Chase, Dorothy & Frederick
Chase, Earl
Chesley, Georgia C.






Clark, Richard G. & Rita
Clarke, Kenneth F. & Katherine C.
Clarke, Sydney E. & Angelina M.













































L & B &
L & B

















































































Clapp, William I. & Eunice




Clift, Carlton & Dorothy
Clinton, Hugh
Clough, Earl G. & Louise P.
Clow, J. Girard & Evelyn L.
Clow, Lena
Cofran, George P. & Madeline B.
Colby, Oliver M.
Colby, Thelma V.
Cole, Ralph & Rena
Cole, William
Collins, Daniel A. & Margaret





Congdon, Robert D. & Helen
Conners, John B. & Theresa M.
Connolly, Florence E. & Henry P.
Conway, Margaret A.
Conway. M. A. & Tippett, E. C.
Cook, Harold F.
Cook, James A., Jr. & Alice C.
Cook, Hubert
Cook, Sam
Cooke, Daniel & Ruth E.
Cookman, Charles
Cooper, Alfred D. & Edna
Cooper, Harold H.
Corliss, Esther P. & Haven E.
Corliss, Frank
Cormier, Alcide 0. & Lena L.
Corriveau, Albert R. & Helen A.
Corriveau, Earl
Corriveau, Edgar J. & Grace M.
Corriveau, Francis J. & Virgie E.
Coskren, Thomas
Cotton, Dorothy D. & Kenneth C.
Countway, Russell A.
Courcy, Arthur J.
Cowan, Rose M. & John E.
Coyne, Philip A. & Mary W.
Crafts, Barbara C.
Crafts, Peter
Cram, Esmond B. & Pauline E.
Cram, Richard R. & Barbara W.
Crane, Lois
Crawford, John B. & Hilda G.
Greaser, Joseph H.
Description Assessed Valuation
L & B 3,000
L & B 5,000
L & B & Boat 3,650
L & B 16,000
Trailer 650
L & B 3,500
Trailer 500
L & B 2,300
L & B 5,000
L &B 1,250
L & B 7,500
Land 200
L & B 6,500 *
Land 700
Boat 250
L & B 3,000
Land 750
Cabin 500
L & B 5,000
L & B 2,000
L & B & Boat 5,000
L & B 11,000
L & B 2,000
L & B 3,500
L & B 3,500
L & B 4,500
Cabin 500
L & B 5,000
Cabin 400
Boat 500
L & B 1,500
L & B 3,500




L & B 31,700
L & B 8,000 *
Land 2,250
L & B 3,000 *
L & B 4,000 *
Cabin 600
L & B 5,000 *
L & B 6,500
Trailer 500
L & B 4,250
L & B • 9,000
L & B 13,500
Boat 200
L & B 7,000
L & B 5,000 *
Boat 150




Name Description Assessed Valuation
Cresey, Herbert W. & Catherine A. L & B 2,500
Crocker, Mildred B. Land 1,000
Croes, Mrs. Frederick V. Cabin 500
Crook, William A. Cabin 600
Crooker, Walter C. & E. Pearl L & B & Boat 3,000
Crosby, Mrs. Albert N. Cabin 400
Croteau, Henry P. & Eva A. L & B 5,250
Crouse, Inga C. L & B 9,000
Crowley, Paul L. & Virginia C. L & B 3,000
Cruickshank, Archie B. & Priscilla S. L & B & Boat 15,250
Cunliffe, Kenneth M. & Eleanor T. L & B 4,000 *
Curley, George Bulldozer 1,000
Curran, Joseph F. & Mollie L & B & Livestock 3,235
Curran, Thomas Cabin 500
Curry, Archibald C. L & B 6,000
Curtis, H. Leslie & Ruth S. L & B 8,500
Curtis, Nelson M. & Mildred C. L & B 4,000
Curtis, Richard H. & Florence S. Land 750
Cushman, Robert M. L & B & Boats 13,500
Dade, Ernest B. & Marian L & B & Boat 17,600
Daigle, Raymond J. & Lorraine C. L & B 3,200 *
Dale, LeR. E. & Mildred W. L & B 13,000
Dalton, Hal Nelson L & B 1,000
Dalton, Joseph Cabin 500
Dame, Clarence W. & Amy E. L & B 3,000
Daubitz, Walter & Lillian Cabin 500
Davies, James A. & Edith Cabin 500
Davis, Al F. Boat 750
Davis, Charles H. L & B & Boat 2,325
Davis, Dorothy B. L & B 2,500
Davis, Ernest K. Land 250
Davis, Dr. H. P. Boat 150
Davis, Harry F. & Minnie E. L & B 2,500
Davis, Herbert M., Jr. L & B 9,000
Davis, Martha A. L & B 1 7,000
Davis, Maud G. & Donsker, Mary D. L & B 4,500
Davis, Walter Cabin 500
Davis, William, Est. L & B 1,000
Davis, William B. Land 1,000
Day, Archibald G. & Edna E. L & B 7,000
Dean, Janice Smith L & B 3,000
Dearborn, Earl J. Boat 500
DeCato, Emile E. & Madaline L. L & B 1,000 *
Deforrest, Katherine F. L & B & Boat 3,600
DeHart, Louis A. & Abbie L & B 3,000
Dehart, Walter E. & Athaline L & B 5,500
Delaurier, Ulrica & Bertha L & B 5,000
Deloy, Herbert & Eunice M. Land 250
Demarini, Louis J. & Rita Cabin 500
Demers, Richard M. Boat 400
Descateau, George Trailer 500
De Siena, Gerald E. & Alice V. L & B & Boat 7,750





Devincenzo, Mr. & Mrs. James
Devitt, Albert E.
Devitt, Albert E., Jr. & Patricia M.
Dexter, Harold S. & Mary C.
DiFillippe, James




Dixey, Richard B. & Shirlee C.
Dockham, Daniel I.
Dockham, Victor & Mary E.
Dodds, M. P.
Dodge, William W. & Elsie K.
Doherty Corp.
Doherty, Frances M. & James W.
Dolloff, Carl F. & Ethel C.
Dominick, Frederck M.
Donahue, Joseph A.
Donnelly, Joseph E. & Ellen I.
Donovan, Mary L.
Donsker, Monroe




J. H. Dow & Sons
Dowell, Beatrice
Dowie, George B. & Lillian B.
Dowling, Harriet C. & Walter L.
Downham, A. F.
Downing, Royal D. & Glesca J.
Downs, Henry J. & Rose S.
Drew, Lawrence A.
Drouin, Antonio P. & Theresa A.
Drouin, Arthur L. & Madeline E.
Drouin, Maurice G. & Gisele T.
Drouin, Richard N. & Jean N.
Dube, Adelard
Dubois, Horace W. & Ruth 0.
Duchemin, Paul
Duchesneau, Victor G. &
Antoinette B.
Dugas, lola & Alpha
Duhig, Iva M.
Dulac, Genevieve & Lucien R.
Duntley, Earl





Durocher, Eugene A. & Susie




L & B 5,000
L & B 2,000 *
L & B & Boat 5,675
Boat 450
L & B & Boat 2,425
L & B 7,500
L & B 7,000
Trailer 2,000
L & B 5,250 *
Land 250
L & B 2,000
Boat 500
L & B 3,500
L & B 1,000
L & B 11,500
L & B & Livestock 5,100
L & B & Boat 8,000
Cabin 500
L & B 7,000
Cabin 600
Boat 1,035
L & B 4,000
Boat 500
L & B 6,500
L & B & Fowl 3,760
Pumps 250
Cabin 400
L & B 2,500
L & B 8,000
Boat 500
L & B 2,000
L & B 1,000 *
L & B 1,000
L & B 8,000
L & B 16,000
Land 500
L & B 5,000
Trailer 500
L & B 1,000 *
Trailer 500
L & B 2,800
L & B 19,000
L & B 5,000
Land 2,000
Cabin 400





L & B 1,500
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Name
Duval, Peter A., Sr.
Dwyer, Edgar B. & Arthur G.
Dwyer, Maud Catherine
Dykens, Elmer A. & Constance V.
Eastman, Clifford C. & Antoinette T.






Eggers, Reuben & Barbara
Ekholm, Lloyd E.
Elder, Robert F. & Ethel C.
Eldred, Ernest




Elwell, Gerald E. & Mary L,
Emery, Leland H.
Emilio, Dorothy C.
Endean, Grace I. & Adams, Edyth C.
Endicott Estates, Inc.
English, Rita L. & William E.
Essem Packing Co.
Eusden, Ray A. & Marie D.
Evans, Louise K., et al
Ewen, Robert, Jr. & Phylis G.
Ewens, Robert N. & Lillian J.
Ewing, Mrs. Eva M.
Fabian, Burton F. & Theresa
Fagan, John J. & Florence H.
Fairman, Katherine I.




Farr, Norman S. & Leona M.
Farrington, John H. & Mildred L.




Fielders, Richard & Eunice
Fife, Walter M., Jr. & Joann W.
Filmore, Leroy H. & Gladys M.
Findlay, James R. & Nina E.
Fischer, Herbert D. & Dorothy J.
Fisher, Frank M. & Mildred
Fitch, Walter
* Veterans Exemption Allowed.
Description Assessed Valuation
L &B 3,400
L & B 3,500
L &B 3,500
L & B 6,000
L & B & Fowl & Pump 26,000
L & B & Boat 10,900
Trailer 500
L & B 18,500
L & B 2,500




L & B 10,500
L & B & Boat 4,100
L & B 5,000
Trailer *
Cabin "eod
L & B 8,000
Land 750
L & B 8,500















L & B & Livestock 10,300
L&B 6,000
L&B 6,500 *
L & B & Stock in













Fite, Richard L., Jr. & Doris
Fite, Robert E. & Velma M.
Fitts, Ernest R. & Alice C.
Flagler, Charles W. & Elizabeth G.
Flaherty, Donald D.
Flanders, Haven E. & Weeks,
Norman S.
Flanders, Leon B. & Barbara H.
Flanders, Leon W.
Fleming, Thomas
Fletcher, Allen E. & Mary W.
Fletcher, Melmon & Thelma
Flodin, Robert T. & Claire L.
Fogg, Clifton W. & Bessie M.
Foley, Frank W. & Barbara L.
Follett, Margaret G.
Folsom, Edith A.
Folsom, Edith A. & D. Laurence
Folsom, Grenville W., Est.
Folsom, R. E.
Folsom, R. M.
Fontaine, Mose W. & Mildred
Fontaine, Richard P. & Joan N.
Foote, David
Forbes, John R. & Margaret S.
Forbes, John R.
Forest Lands, Inc.
Forkey, Kenneth H. & Charlotte
Forrest, Ernest L.
Forsell, Margaret C.
Fortin, Arthur A. & Irma A.
Fortin, Leon & Muriel K.
Foss, George W.
Foster, Raymond P. & Marjorie H.
Fountain, Frank A. & Beryl C.
Fournier, Ruby E. & Cole, William B.
Fowler, Edward E. & Pauline







Freni, D. Richard & Dorothy A.




Gagnon, Julia A. & Harold A.
Gallagher, Edward J. & Etta
Galusha, Mrs. Don L.
Gamble, Verne E.
Description Assessed Valuation
L & B 5,000
L & B 3,500
L & B 4,600 *
L & B & Boat 6,000
Cabin 600
Land 320
L & B 4,500
Land 320
Land 500
L &B 4,000 *
L & B 6,800
L & B 5,500 *
L & B 4,000 *
Land & Tanks 2,500
Land 100
L & B 4,500
L & B 17,000
Camp 1,500
L & B & Boat 2,000
Boat 360
L & B 500 *
L & B 1,000 *
Boat 135
L & B 2,500
Boat 360
Land 650
L & B & Stock in Trade 49,075
Cabin 400
L & B & Boat 7,400
L & B 3,500
L & B 5,500
L & B & Boat 4,150
L & B 2,000
L & B 3,000
L & B 2,000
L & B 12,000
L & B & Boat 7,860
Boat 325
L &B 4,500
L & B 7,000
Boat 325
L & B & Boat 16,000
L & B 650
L & B 13,000
L & B 18,000
L & B 2,800
L & B 3,000 *
L & B 5,500
L & B 20,000
L & B 2,000
L & B 10,000





Gardner, Chester C. & Robert S.
Gardner, Edith B.
Gardner, Robert S. & Priscilla G.
Gardner, Walter C.
Gardner, Walter C. & Edith B.
Garfield, Clyde
Garian, George G.
Garland, Irving R. & Gladys L.
Garry, Francis J. & Sabina
Garten, Christian P. & Jeanette R.
Gaudreau, Henry E. & Mildred E.
Gault, Charles W. & Dora M.
Gaw, Hazel C.










Gilley, Winslow & Karen
Gilman, Richard H. & Helen M.
Glendale Marine Sales & Service, Inc.
Goddard, J. Franklin & Pauline
Goddard, John F., Jr. & Mary Lou
Godfrey, George A.
Goguen, Albert J.
Gokey, Milton C. & Joyce
Goldthwait, Wendell & Etta
Gonyer, David L. & Annie M.
Gonyer, Yvonne
Good, Barnard G. & Jenne J.
Goodall, Melvin A. & Evelyn G.
Goodchild, A. L. & Bertha
Goodell, Raymond B.
Goodhue, Edith F. & John
Goodhue, John & Edith
Goodhue, Joseph A., Jr.
Goodhue, Joseph A.
Goodman, Dr. H. H.
Goodwin, Gerald E. & Phylis G.
Goss, Lyman E.
Gouin, Romeo J. & Theresa




Gove, Charles T. & Barbara
Gove, Leonard & Mrs.
Gove, Robert H.
Description Assessed Valuation
L & B 300
Land 500
L & B 36,000





L & B 4,000 *
L & B & Boat 4,600
L & B 5,000
L & B 8,500
L & B 2,000
L & B 100
L & B 1,700 *
Trailer 600
Cabin 500
L & B 4,600
L & B 6,000
L &B 5,500 *
Land 3,200
L & B 3,000
Boat 2,000
L & B 4,500
Cabin 500
L & B 4,000 *
Land 14,000
L & B 8,000
L & B 5,000
L & B 1,500
L & B 1,250
L & B & Boat 4,600 *
Cabin 500
L & B 3,000
L & B 2,000
Land 250
L & B 2,500
L & B 4,000
L & B 8,000
Land 750




L & B 5,500 *
Land 250
L & B & Stock in Trade 6,250















Grant, Charles F. & Marylan
Grant, Howard D. & Alice P.










Greene, Winston L. & Sally
Greenwood, Norman & Shirley
Griffin, Elizabeth & George H.
Griffiths, Edward B.
Guild, Lawrence W. & Rhea C.
Gulf Oil Corp.
Gunn, Harold W. & Geraldine K.
Gurka, Stanley
Gustafson, Gerald F. & Jennie
Guyer, Earl E. & Irene M.
Guyer, Leon W. & Annette L.
Habbe, Karla C. & Stephen
Halfman, Howard W.
Hall, Edward J. & Margaret P.
Hall, John & Edith
Hall, Martin C. & Kathryn S.
Hall, Mary W.
Hall, Richard E.
Hall, Roy V. & Bertha




Hamilton, Wilfred & Joan
Hammond, Annie J.
Hammond, Annie J.
Hanley, Daniel F. & Maria Ann
Hannable, H. Curtis, Jr. &
Marjorie R.





Harmon, William W. & Elaine W.
Harrington, Ada M.






Cabin & Boat 650
Land 125
L & B 2,500 *
Land 400
L & B & Livestock 1,900
Boat 250
L & B 3,000
Cabin 600
L & B 3,000 *




L & B 3,000
L & B 1,500**
L & B 8,500
L & B & Boat 20,750
L & B & Boat 12,500
Pumps 300
L & B & Livestock 3,175 *
Trailer 800
L & B & Barge 2,300
L & B 1,500
L & B & Livestock 5,050




L & B 5,000
L & B 3,500
Trailer 500





L & B 4,500 *
L & B 5,000
L & B 2,500
L & B 5,000
L & B 3,750
Land 2.500
Cabin 500
L & B 2,000
L & B 5.000
L & B 8.500
L& B 4,000




Harrington, Malcolm W. & Helen H.
Harris, Muriel R.
Harris, Samuel H. & Ida B.
Harris, Walter C, Jr. & Estella
Harris, Dana H. & Evangeline B.
Harrison, Mr. & Mrs. Morris
Hart, Myron B. & Thelma
Harvey, L. Marshall & Mary Etta
Haskell, Arthur E. & Dorothy A.
Haskell, Paul E., Jr.
Haskell, Signe
Hastings, Carroll A. & Nina N.
Hathaway, Lincoln B.
Haven, Margaret C. & Lathrop E. H.
Haven, Richard W. & Mary L.
Hawes, George
Hawes, Walter H.
Hawkins, George & Verna
Hawkins, Merton E. & Arlene R.
Hawkins, Reginald C.
Hawks, Arthur A., Est.
Hayes, John E.
Hayes, Leon E. & Orlane B.
Hayes, Mary A. & Edward
Healthware Stainless Steel
Heartz, Ruth P.
Heath, Herbert A. & Mary J.
Heath, Lewis F. & Alice L.
Hedther, Mrs. Marvel F.
Hendsbee, Douglas A.
Hennessy, Tom
Henrikson, Carl A. & Dorothy R.
Henry, M. & Kirchberg E.
Henry, Mabel S. & Irving J.
Hermanson, Mrs. Hans
Hickey, Florida
Hickey, Clyde L. & Florida M.
Hill, Mrs. Barbara
Hill, Mrs. Clara D.
Hill, Gilbert
Hill, James W. & Kate
Hill, Walter W.
Hills, David & Hannah
Hiltz Motors




Hodges, Clifford 0. & Doreen F.
Hodgkins, Eliot & Velma H.




L & B 2,700
Land 3,000
L & B & Livestock 10,100
L & B 1,500
L & B 2,500
L & B 6,000
Camp 600
Land 2,000
L & B 500
L & B 3,500
Trailer 1,500
L & B 2,000
L & B 5,000
Cabin 500
L & B 2,800
L & B 3,500 *
Cabin 400
Cabin 400
L & B 3,000 *
L & B 1,500
Sawmill 1,000
L & B 550
Boat 150
Trailer 2,000
L & B 3,500 *
Boat 500
L & B 2,000
L & B 3,500 *
L & B & Boat 7,500
Cabin 400
L & B 7,000
Boat 100
L & B 2,000
L & B 3,000
L & B 16,000
Cabin 600
Land 500




L & B 6,500
Land 150
L & B & Ti-ailer 6,500
Boat 1,000
L & B 6,000 *
Cabin 500
Cabin 500
L & B 15,000
L & B 4,000 *
L & B 6,000
Land 600
Boat 1,250




Hodgton, Kenneth & Mrs.
Holdaway, Vivian, et al
Holland, Philip A. & Ellen
Hollings, Dr. Byam
Holmes, Augusta E.
Holmes, Walter & Helen
Hook, Elwyn T. & Edythe E.
Hooper, Percy A.
Hopkins, Melmon & Mabel
Horrigan, Benjamin H. & Corrine L.




Howe, Parkman D., Jr. & Helen M.
Howland, Dr. R. W.
Hoyt, Eleanor M.
Hoyt, Willis H. & Mildred L.
Hubbard, Crescens
Hubbard, Norman & Barbara L.
Hughes, T. Raymond & Grace M.
Hunt, Stanley E. & Natalie E.
Hunt, Stanton
Hurd, Benjamin & Vallie A.
Hustus, Arthur
Hynes, Leo
Ide, Walter D. & Julia C.
Inglis, Lawrence & Beverly D.
Ingoldsby, James J.
Irwin, James R. & Sons, Corp.
Jackman, Mr. & Mrs. Arthur
Jackson, Frederick M.
Jackson, L Stanton & Gertrude V.
Jackson, L. Worley & Kathleen D.
Jacques, Donald, Mr. & Mrs.
Jacques, Eugene L. & Marjorie M.
James, Harold A.
Jardine, Ralph M.
Jeffers, Robert M. & Hope V.
Jellerson, Raymond
Jenney Mfg. Co.
Jenot, Sherman & Yvonne
Jenot, John & Marjorie
Jesseman, Norman





Johansson, Edith & Albert
Johnson, Mrs. Althea B.
• Veterans Exfmption Allowed.
Description Assessed Valuation
Trailer 1,200
L & B 3,500
L & B 3,000 *
L & B 10,000
Cabin 500
L & B 4,500
L & B & Boat 3,600
L & B & Boat 6,150
Cabin 300
L & B 4,500
Trailer & Boat 125 *
L & B 8,000
Boat 400
L & B 10,000
L & B & Livestock
& Boat 21,000
Boat 1,000
L & B 8,000
L & B 4,000 *
L & B 9,000
L & B & Livestock 20,825
Cabin 400
L & B 4,500
Land 1,000
L & B 1,500
Land 275
Cabin 500
L & B 7,000
L & B 5,000 *
Cabin & Boat 1,050
Land 16,000
Cabin 400
L & B 4,500
L & B & Boat 3,925
L & B 3,000
Trailer 1,400
L & B & Fowl 4,150
L & B 2,500 *
L & B 1,000
Land 1,000
Boat 125
Tanks & Pumps 550
L & B 1,500
L & B 1,000
Boat 175
L & B 4,500
L & B & Boat 15,200
Land 400
Land 220
L & B & Boat 7,200
Cabin 500
L & B 13,000
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Name Description Assessed Valuation
Johnson, Arthur W. & Katheryn L & B 3,000
Johnson, Carle A. & Estella L & B & Stock in Trade 4,300
Johnson, Chester F. & Dorothy D. Land 1,200
Johnson, Frederick K. & Marjorie L & B & Boat 7,300
Jolly Island Camp Co. L &B 2,000
Jones, C. R., Est. Land 100
Jones, Doris V. C. Cabin 400
Jones, Frank L & B 2,600
Jones, Frank & Harry L & B & Mature
Timber 81,875
Jones, Gardner H., Est. Land 700
Jones, George H., Jr. L & B 2,000
Jones, Harry E. L & B 9,000
Jones, Harry C. & Ida M. L & B 8,500
Jones, Mrs. Rose E. Cabin 600
Jones, Susie F. Land 100
Jordan, Archie & Cecilia M. L & B 5,000
Jordan, Bernard H. & Harriet S. Land 600
Jordan, Edwin D. & Dorothy L & B 2,500
Kahn, Gabriel & Frances L & B & Boat 13,405
Kandar, Richard Boat 825
Kane, John Cabin 500
Kay, James I. & Margarete C. L & B 3,000
Keenan, John R. & Astrid Land 500
Keith, Rowland D. H. & Margaret C. L & B 18,000
Keller, Otto Pitman L & B & Stock in Trade 21,342
Keller, Seth M. & Eleanor P. L & B & Boat 16,000
Kelley, Nancy B. L & B 3,500
Kelsey, Robert H. & Nancy T. L & B 8,000
Kesler, Robert S. Cabin 600
Kiessling, Harry & Emil L & B 7,500
Kimball, Charlotte G. L & B 40,000
Kimball, Clara C. & Nathaniel T. L & B 4,500
Kinerson, C. Raymond & Elizabeth S. L & B 4,000
King, William W. & Ada F. L & B & Boat 3,135
Kitfield, Edward B., et al L & B 1,500
Klemm, E. A. Boat 450
Kling, Ardella L & B & Boat 3,635
Knight, Norman N. : . Land 300
Knox, Floyd E. L & B 4,000
Kolb, Calvin C. & Jeannette B. L & B 3,500 *
Kopperl, George D. & Paul B. Land 2,000
Kopperl, Lorna 0. L & B 9,000
Krauss, Ralph & Margarete L & B & Boat 25,975
Kreitzer, Frederick A. & Thelma S. L & B 2,750 *
Kreutzer, Mary Alice L & B 15,000
Kumph, Russell P. & Irma M. L & B & Boat 8,000
Kuss, Frederick R. & Mary T. L & B 6,500 *
Kuss, Mrs. Florence H. L & B 6,200
Labonte, Arthur & Diane L & B & Livestock 10,200
Labonte, Leo A. & Dorothy P. L & B 3,500






Lacaillade, Robert E. & Jane
Lacey, Simon
Lacey, William M. & Minnie G.
Laconia Fed. Savings & Loan Assoc.
Laconia Milling Co.
Laconia Sand & Gravel Co.
Lacroix, Albert D. & Agnes
LaCroix, Archie & Eva
LaCross, Lewis
Ladd, Ethel L
Ladd, Lewis K. & Shirley C.
Ladd, Maurice & Winnifred
LaFrance, Dr. A. Phillip & Dorothy
Lagueux, Emile R. & Frances M.
Lake, Charles
Lally, Walter T.
Lambert, Edith J. & Frank
Lamoreux, Raymond A.
Lamprey, Claire I.
Lamprey, Mrs. Frances M.
Lamprey, George W.
Lancaster, Earl W. & Elizabeth
Lancaster, Lela M. & Richard
Lanctot, Glen & Dorothy
Lander, George
Landry, Joseph P.
Landry, Wilfred J. & Doris M.
Landry, Wilfred J. & Doris M.
Langill, Gordon E. & Muriel S.
Langkjen, Alice
Langmuir, Laura D. & John D.
LaPierre, G. W. & Vianna Mae
LaPierre, Martin N. & Alice M.
Lareau, Donald H.
Laurencin, Jean M. & Cecile





Lawrence, Ernest L., Jr. & Helen
Lazzaro, Dr. Paul
Leadbetter, Alice J.
Leblanc, George E. & Gertrude
Lee, Dr. Edwin D.
Legassie, Millage C. & Norma E.
Legrand, Philip W. & Irene L.
Leland, Alice E.
Lemay, Emile & Yvonne M.
Lcmay, Maurice A. & Delores
Lemay, Ralph C. & Marguerite M.
Leonardson, Borje 0.




L & B 5,500 *
Land 250
L & B & Boat 4,100
L & B 7,000
Stock in Trade 8,910
Land 1,000
L & B 5,000 *
L & B 1,500 *
Land 150
Land 300
L & B 1,500
L & B 3,000




L & B 1,800
Trailer 500
L & B 5,500
L & B 5,500
L &B 1,000
L & B 14,000
L & B 9,000
L & Trailer & Boat 2,500
Cabin 500
L & B 3,000
Land 300
L & B & Boat 4,500 *
L & B 6,000
Cabin 500
L & B & Boats 7,250
L & B 2,000 *
L & B 3,600 *
L & B 5,500
L & B 5,000
L & B 1,400 *
L & B 1,000
L & B 8,000
Boat 450
Boat 175
L & B 1,800 *
Boat 450
L & B 6,000
L & B 4,000
Boat 50
L & B 4,000
L & B & Boat 9,800
L & B 3,250
L & B 400
L & B & Stock in Trade 12,640
L & B 3,500 *
L & B & Boat 4,950
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Name
Leroux, Albert & Irene
Leroux, Emile & Inez P.
LeRoux, Richard M. & Ruby M.
LeSure, Harvey K. & Louise S.
Letourneau, Henry, Jr.
Letourneau, Henry, Sr.
Levoy, Harry & Yvonne B.
Lewis, Robert D. & June M.
Lewis, Robert D. & June M.
Lilly, Herbert
Lily Pond Tr. Park & Sales Co.
Lincoln, Alfred V., Est.
Lindsay, Roger M. & Eleanor H.
Lindstrom, Arthur & Esther
Lipsett, Robert B.
Little, Edmund & Marjory
Locke, Jack & Althea M.
Locke's Island Assoc.
Long, Miss Eileen
Lord, Chester J. & Hazel E.
Lord, William S. & Marion M.
Lougee, Arlo R. & Verda M.
Lougee, Glenn A.
Lougee, Martha A., Est.
Lougee, Robert H. & Eleanor M.
Lowe, Emory G., Jr. & Jane M.
Lowell, Alice M. & Gordon C.
Lutes, Harry A. & Dorothy D.
Lutz, Mary T. & B. Frank
Lutze, J. M.
Lyman, John H. & Mary P.
Lyman, Marie E. & Charles H.
Lyman, Sarah E. H.
Lyman, John T.
Mabie, Walter W.
Macauley, Charles W. & Hazel
Macauley, J. Howard




Maheux, Oliva J. & Virginia R.
Mahoney, William
Malkoski, Stanley J. & Dorothy L.
Malone, Cyril H. & Frances Virginia
Maloney, William E.
Manion, Harold
Manning, Arthur K. & Thelma B.
Mansfield, Herbert L. & Laura C.
Marchant, Mrs. Marilyn
Marino, Lawrence M.
Mark Island Development Corp.
Marshall, Wylie
* Veterans Expmption Allowed.
Description Assessed Valuation
Trailer *
L & B 27600
L & B 7,000
L & B & Boat 5,675
Cabin 600
Cabin 300
L & B 2,000
L & B 2,000 *
L & B 2,500
Cabin 400
L & B 6,000
L &B 1,500
L & B 1,500 *
L & B 4,000
Cabin 600




L & B 2,000
L & B 7,500
L & B 9,200
Stock in Trade & Boat 1,000
L & B 2,500
L & B 1,500
L & B 4,000
L & B 4,000
L & B 4,500
L & B 1,200
Boat 500
Land 4,000 ='^
L & B 5,000
L & B 3,500
Trailer 500
L & B 5,000
L & B 3,500
L & B 7,500
L & B & Boats 11,610
Cabin 400
L & B 3,500
L & B 1,500
L & B 4,800 *
Boat 600
L & B 5,000 *
L & B 6,500
L & B 21,000
Boat 250














Martone, Victor & Tocci, Paul L.
Mary Mitchell Humane Fund
Mason, Achsa C.
Mason, Ashley S. & Louise W.
Mason, Richard
Mastine, Paul S. & Dorothy A.




Mayhew, Howard & Rena
Mayhew, Richard J. & Beatrice P.
Maynard, John
Mayo, Alfred & Anita
McAllister, John A. & Dorothy E.
McAuliffe, John R. & Annie E.
McBride, Miss Phyllis
McBride, William A. & Marion L.
McCadam, Jean S.
McCormack, John F. & Doris A.
McDonnell, Frederick W. & Mary V.
McElroy, Edward F.
McEwen, Harlan N. & Anna R.
McGee, Thomas C.
McGrath, James J. & May M.
McGrath, Leo P., Jr. & Madeline T.
McGraw, Alice M.
McGuinness, John J. & Lucy B.
McGunigle, Hilary J. & Ethel M.
Mclntyre, Daniel P.
Mclntyre, John & Thomas
Mclntyre, John & Thomas, Jr.
Mclntire, Perley & Doris
McKay, James
McLaughlin, Kenneth
McLaurin, Arthur & Fleida
McLernon, Harry A.
McNamara, Lawrence & Helen
McNulty, Anthony
McVann, James & Josephine
Meade, Paul J.
Meisser, Stanley & Catherine
Merrill, Gladys E.
Merrill, Walter E.











L & B 10,500
Land 5,000
L & B 5,000
L & B 5,200
Boat 675
L & B 5,500
L & B 5,000
Cabin 600
L & B & Boat 4,000
Land 1,000
Trailer 2,000
L & B 6,500
Boat 75
Trailer 1,500
L & B 5,500 *
L & B 4,700 *
Trailer 1,000
L & B 2,500
L & B 8,000
L & B 3,000 *
L & B 2,500
Land 120
L & B 8,500
Boat 450
L & B 5,000
Land 750
L & B 5,000
L & B 8,500
L & B 6,000
L & B & Boat 7,400
L & B 30,000
Land 280
Cabin 500
L & B 1,500
Boat 900






L & B & Boat 9,250
L & B 4,000
Cabin 500
L & B *
Trailer "sbio
L & B 8,800
L & B 2,500
Veterans Exemption Allowed.
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Name Description Assessed Valuation
Miller, Alton L. L & B 10,000
Miller, Alton L. & Mary L & B 6,000
Miller, Carl W. L & B 1,400
Miller, Florence B. L & B 3,000
Miller, Howard E. L & B 3,500
Miller, James S. & Elizabeth F. L & B 1,000
Miller, Mary E. L & B 4,500
Milliken, Carroll L. & Myrtle T. L & B 2,500
Mills, Lewis C. & Teresa L & B 800
Mitchell, Alexander Cabin 300
Mitchell, Caroline J. L & B 1,650
Mitchell, Dorothy & Harold L & B 5,700
Mitchell, Helen S. L & B 9,000
Mitchell, Samuel E. & Caroline J. L & B 4,350
Mitchell, Shirley R. Boat 4,050
Mitchell, Thomas L & B 3,100
Mitchell, William L & B 1,000
Moeckel, Wilson Land 1,000
Molloy, Michael J. & M. Evelyn Cabin 600
Monahan, Wilfred R. Land 320
Montana, Robert W. Boat 375
Montgomery, Frank W. Building 550
Montie, Helen S. & Albert G. L & B 6,000
Moody, Floyd N. & Evelyn R. L & B 2,000 *
Moor, Sally L & B 6,500
Moore, Chai'les B. & Margaret M. L & B 2,000
Moore, Harold E., Jr. & Joan Land 1,000
Moores, Charles A. & Olive M. L & B & Boat 6,800
Morgan, Edwin F. & Mary F. L & B 3,000
Morgan, Lloyd L. & Mildred L. L & B 3,000 *
Moriarty, John & Ethel L & B 1,800
Morin, Alphonse 0. & Lucienne C. L & Trailer 1,750 *
Morin, Armand J. & Mary H. Land 400
Morin, Ena & Rosie-Anna L & B 2,750
Morin, Ernest E. & Ethel B. L & B 4,000
Morin, Fernand D. Land 1,250
Morin, J. B., Est. Land 600
Morin, Lorenzo J. & Evelyn F. L & B 4,500 *
Morin, Norman P. Land 500
Morin, Sylvio J. & Dora M. L & B 3,500
Morley, David M. & Eleanor C. L & B 2,000
Moro, Angelo J. & Josephine D. Land 2,500
Morrill, Eben & Alvina D. L & B 1,500
Morrill, Elmer P. & Elizabeth A. L & B & Boat 8,770
Morrill, Ralph H. L & B 3,000
Morrill, Ralph H. Land 400
Morris, Vernon B. Boats 1,375
Morrison, Eva A. & John W. L & B & Boats 2,650
Morrison, William C. Boat 750
Morrow, Robert & Beatrice Cabin 400
Morse, Arthur W. Cabin 500
Morse, Mrs. Effie E. L & B 7,500
Morse, Horace A. & Norma E. L & B 4,000





Moscone, Paul L. & Elizabeth L.
Moulton, Albert S.
Moulton, Guy E. & Agnes H.
Moulton, John M.
Mouton, Alexander P. &
Catherine P.
Mt. Belknap Grange
Muelhke, John & Marcelia V.
Mull, Mrs. Helen
Murphy, James P. & Antoinette T.
Nachbaur, Alfred
Nachbaur, Fred & Dorothy
Nagle, Ralph & Helen
Nangle, H. F.
Natoli, Dorothy
Nault, Joseph H. & Thelma
Naumann, Herbert O. & Elsie
Naylor, John W., Florence B. & V. F.
Neal, Darrell W.
Needham, Edward H.
Needham, Edward H. & Hazel M.
Nelson, C. Richard & Katherine C.
Nelson, Mr. & Mrs. Carl G.
Nelson, Nels & Mary J.
Nelson, Peter & Arlene M.
Nemphos, Chester C.




New England Box Co.
New England Tel. & Tel.
N. H. Elec. Corp., Inc.
Nichols, Josephine S.
Nichols, Oscar D. & Margaret L.
Nielson, Mae Davis
Nielson, Norma & Niels P.
Nighswander, Arthur H. & Esther
Nighswander, Arthur H. & Esther
Nims, Frederick & Florence
Noel, Mr. & Mrs. Maurice
Nolan, Edna W. & Joseph R.




Normandin, Dr. M. Alice
Normandin, Dr. M. Alice &
Fortunat A.
Novicki, Alex W., Jr. & Eileen M.
Noyes, Donald R. & Priscilla A.
Noyes, Forrest H., Jr.
Description Assessed Valuation
Cabin 500
L & B 1,700
Cabin 500
L & B & Boat 6,500
Land 250
L & B 2,800
L & B 2,000
L & B 4,000
Cabin 500
L & B 3,000
L & B 3,000
L & B & Stock in Trade 28,750
L & B 2,500
Boat 750
L & B 10,000
L & B 2,100 *
L & B 6,500
L & B & Boat 3,250
L & B 3,250 *
L & B 3,000 *
Land 750





L &B 6,000 *
L & B 4,500
Boat 1,200
L & B 2,500
Land 1,000
L & B 1,500
Line 1,482
L & B 6,000
L & B 6,000 *
L & B 1,100
L & B 3,000
L & B 14,000
L & B 2,700
Trailer 400
Trailer 500
L & B & Boat 5,000
L & B 6,500 *
Trailer 500
Boat 125
L & B & Boat 3,600
L & B 2,000
L & B 27,000
L & B 4,000 *




Name Description Assessed Valuation
Noyes, Stuart G. & Eleanor B. L & B 5,000
Nydegger, Max L & B & Boat 7,750
O'Connell, Daniel Cabin 500
O'Connor, John E. Land 200
Oil Service of N. E. Boat 675
Oldham, J. R. D. L & B 4,500
O'Leary, John J. & Grace J. L & B 9,000
Olsen, Addie M. L & B 2,300
Olsen, Carl A. Cabin 500
Olsen, Mrs. Solvieg L & B 3,000
O'Neil, James D. & Stella A. Land 500
Ortakales, Arthur & Demofile L & B 2,500
Osgood, E. H. & Louise L & B 5,000
Otterson, Lois J. & George L, Jr. Land 500
Ouimette, Paul H. & Barbara L & B 4,500
Packard, Lucius E. & Mary Ann L & B 20,000
Page, Carroll S. & Eleanor 0. L & B 3,500
Page, Maurice W. & Evelyn L & B 1,500 *
Page, Nelson B. & Doris L. L & B 5,000
Page, Olive W. L & B 6,000
Page, Olive W. L & B 5,000
Page, Otto C. Land 1,000
Page, Roy T. & Bacon, Minnie E. L & B & Fowl 5,160
Paige, Kenneth & Carolyn L & B 3,500
Pangburn, D. S. & Hazel W. L & B & Boat 3,700
Pantazelos, Elias J. & Anastasia L & B 2,500
Paquette, Lydia M. L & B 4,000
Paradis, Lucien G. & Herbert 0. Land 400
Paradis, Harvey Boat 1,250
Pardoe, Sarah B. & Edwin L & B 10,000
Park, Kenneth B. & Helen E. L & B & Boat 15,500
Parker, Alton A. & M. Helen L & B 4,000
Parker, Beulah M. L & B 3,000
Parker, Lillian A. L & B 4,000
Parkhurst, Margaret L & B 2,800
Paterak, Walter J. & Stanley J. L & B 1,500
Paterno, Ailene, Jos. J., Jr.,
& Kenneth L & B 5,000
Patt, Lester D., Jr., & Blanche V. Land 750
Patten, Dorothy Land 150
Patten, George E. L & B 3,600
Patten, Horace R. & Gladys 0. L & B 3,000
Patten, Harold & Jenkins, Andrew L & B & Boat 6,500
Patterson, Pearl L. Land 1,000
Payne, James & Sarah F. L & B 1,800
Peavey, John E. & Madeline T. L & B 2,000 *
Pelchat, Ernest C. & Persis M. L & B 1,000 *
Pelletier, Paul A. & Clara L & B 9,000
Pendill, C. G. Boat 250
Perkins, Carroll & Grace Trailers 150 *
Perkins Estate L & B 4,000







Perry, Leon & Viola
Persons, N. Richard & Betty
Peters, Edward H. & Theresa H.
Peters, Kenneth W. & Esther B.
Peters, Lawrence H. & Erva
Peters, W. Lyman & Bertha




Phelps, Chase W. & Natalie R.
Phelps, Elmon L. & Iva E.
Philbrick, Walter S.
Philbrook, George H. & Lillias
Phillips, Arthur
Phillips, Mabel A.
Phillips, Walter G. & Janet G.
Phinney, Winifred L.
Piche, Eli & Rose Mary




Pitou, Augustus, Jr. & Eulalie
Piuma, William & Laura
Plante, Alfred R. & Barbara M.
Piatt, Howard B.
Piatt, Howard B. & Jeanette B.
Plummer, Warren
Porter, Alfred J. & Henrietta
Porter, Ernest
Post, R. Oliver
Post, R. Oliver & Jane F.
Potter, James W. & Mary L. C.
Potter, Joseph W., Jr. & Nancy
Poulin, Joseph P. & Delvina
Powell, Marjorie M.
Powers, Alpha T. & Eva M.
Powers, Arthur W. & Josephine B.
Pratt, Charles O. & Ruth S.
Pray, Melvin F. & Leah
Predmore, Samuel B. & Alice W.
Prescott, Harry W. & Lenore T.
Prescott, Ralph & Pauline
Price, Adelbert B.
Proctor, Harold & Ardys
Properties, Inc.
Public Service Co. of N. H.








L & B 6,000
L & B 5,000 *
L & B 4,250
L & B & Livestock 22,570
Land 70
L & B 2,500
Cabin 500
L & B & Boat 9,500
L & B 26,000
L & B 5,000
Land 85
L & B 3,200**
Cabin 600
Cabin 400
L & B 3,800 *
L & B 6,000
L & B 12,000
L & B & Stock in Trade 6,675 *
L & B 2,000
Land 2,000
L & B 3,000
L & B 4,500
L & B 2,000
L & B 5,500
Land 750
L & B 4,000
Boat 400
L & B 1,200
Cabin 500
Land 1,000
L & B 5,000 *
Land 3,500
L & B & Boat 4,200
L & B 4,000
Land 1,200
L & B 4,000 *
L & B 1,000
L & B 2,000**
L & B 7,500
L & B & Boat 10,750
L & B 9,000
L & B 15,000
L & B 4,000
Cabin 500
Land 2,000
Lands & etc. 187,000






Purington, Kenneth & Dorothy











Randall, Arthur G. & Ruth I.
Randall, Dorothy M. & Stephen A.
Randall Sales
Randall, Velma S.
Randlett, Norman P. & Dorothy
Rankin, William M. & Jean M.
Ratcliff, Kenneth & Ruth
Rauch, Myrtle S. & Sibley, Bertha T.
Ray, Edward J.
Ray, Louis O. & Blanche G.
Razzano, Carmen & Bernice
Read, George A.
Read, George Allen
Reed, Burgess & Priscilla D.
Reever, Charles D. & Reba M.




Rhodes, Frederick H. & Rachel P.
Rice, Myrtle D. & Kenneth R.
Rich, Francis R.
Richards, John 0. & Donalda F.
Richards, Ruel S.
Richardson, B. & McLaughlin, I. P.
Richardson, Carl F. & Sylvia R.
Richardson, Fred W. & Priscilla W.
Richardson, John M. & Anne E.
Richardson, Norman B. & Doris H.
Riddell, Albert
Riley, Henry & Genevieve
Ritson, Daniel & Marjorie L.
Roach, Dr. Albert W.
Roberts, Howard A. & Lena E.






* Veterans Exemption Allowed.
Description Assessed Valuation
Cabin 500
L & B 3,500
Boat 675
Cabin 400
L & B & Boat 4,900
L & B 8,800
L & B 10,000
Building 400




L & B 5,500
L & B 4,500
Boat 1,350
L & B 2,000
Land 250
L & B 3,000
Cabin 500
L & B 4,500
L & B 7,000




L & B 12,000
L & B 3,000
L & B 8,000
Boat 150
L & B 6,000
L & B & Boat 2,675
L & B 7,000 *
L & B & Boat 10,350
Cabin 500
L & B 5,000 *
Cabin 500
L & B 1,400
L & B & Livestock 6,225
L & B 12,000
L & B 5,200 *
L & B 5,000
L & B 4,500
Cabin & Boat 1,200
L & B 5,000
L & B 4,000
L & B 2,000
L & B & Boat 4,150
Bulldozer 1,000
Land 1,000
L & B 6,500




Robinette, Joan & Robert
Robinson, Donald A. & Polly M.
Robinson, Mrs. F. B.
Robinson, Harold M.
Robinson, John S.
Robinson, Joseph G. & E. Alice
Robinson, Mabel F.
Robinson, Mrs. R. W.
Robinson, Mrs. Thomas B.
Rochleau, Florence & Loretta
Rock, Perley J. & Ethel L.
Rodenhiser, Richard F. & Ruth E.
Rogers, Charles C. & Arlene L.
Rogers, Charles C. & Arlene L.
Rogers, Daniel B. & Beatrice N.
Rolfe, Nelson H. & Theresa M.







Rothafel, Arthur I. & Hope B.
Roucher, Edmund P. & Lillian M.
Rouleau, Donat
Roulx, Joseph W. & Veronica H.
Roux, Philip A. & Mary C.
Roux, Rose Ann
Rowe, Hilda B. & Malcolm L.
Roy, Roger P. & Edna M.
Royce, Dexter M. & Lorraine E.
Rozen, Emelia M. & William
Rubin, Schloss & Barron
Ruch, Clinton J.
Rudzinsky, Ludovicke & Alexander
Rudzinski, John A. & Lorraine E.
Ruel, Justine L
Russell, M. C. & McWhinney, C. C.
Russell, Earl W. & Martin, Blanche
Russell, E. H.
Ryan, James P. & Avis
Ryan, Robert S. & Patricia T.
Ryder, Eleanor
Sabin, Henry B. & Elizabeth R.
Sanborn, Archie B.
Sanborn, Everett J. & Viola
Sanborn, George
Sanborn, G. Elmer & Florence
Sanborn, G. Elmer & Florence
Sanborn, Lillian C.
Sanborn, Royce E.
Sandford, Addison & Frances W.
Description Assessed Valuation
Trailer *
L & B eTooo
Land 300
L & B & Boat 4,250
L & B 500 *
L & B & Boat 1,950
L & B 5,000
Land 400
L & B 6,000
Cabin 500
L & B 10,500
L & B & Boat 6,500
Land 3,000
Land 500
L & B 7,500
L & B 2,900
L & B 6,000




L & B 6,000
Boat 200
L & B & Boat 7,450 *
L & B 6,000
Boat 100
Land 500
L & B 14,500
L & B 3,500
L & B 7,000
L & B 9,000
L & B 2,700
L & B 3,000
L & B 2,000
L & B & Boat 12,360
L & B & Machinery 5,200
Land 250
L & B 5,000
L & B 5,500
L & B 1,000
Boat 500
Cabin 500
L & B 5,000
L & B 4,500
L & B 5,000
L & B 4,500
L & B 2,500
Boat 125
L & B 3,000
L & B 6,000
L & B 2,500
L & B *





Sargent, Samuel L. & Helen D.
Saunders Bay Boat Co.
Saunders, Frederick
Saunders, William W. & Eleanor L.
Savage, Vital, Flora & Eva
Sawyer, Clarence E. & Maud E.
Sawyer, Donald F. & Alice 0.
Sawyer, George A. & Ruth E.
Sawyer, Jack
Sawyer, Jack C. & Eleanor
Sawyer, Maurice W.
Sawyer, Maurice W. & Rachel
Sawyer, Maurice W. & Rachel
















Sexton, John J., Est.
Shannon, Catherine E.
Shapiro, Lester
Shastany, Teodore E. &
Georgette R.
Shaughnessy, B. J.
Shaw, Bayfield R. & Hattie M.
Shaw, C. Russell & Mary Jane
Shaw, Eldred
Shaw, William M. & Ethel R.
Shean, Edward T. & Theresa H.
Sheble, Mrs. Warren
Sheck Allen
Shedd', Clarence P. & Gladys
Sheldon, Ferdinand J. & Grace
Shepard, Colista
Sheppard, Lawrence G. & Marjorie
Sherman, Alger A. & Pauline T.
Sherman, James W.
Shipman, Wayne F., Jr. & Isabelle C.
Shorey, Merle G.
Short, R. E. B. & Ethel H.













L & B & Boat
L & B
L & B









L & B & Boat
L & B
Boat

















L & B & Boat
L & B

































































Name Description Assessed Valuation
Simmons, Vernon A. & Martha H. L & B 5,000
Simonds, Frank Trailer 400 *
Simonds, Rupert T. & Dorothy K. L & B 4,500
Simonds, Walter B. & Sigrid J. L & B 1,000
Simoneau, Archelas & Irene L & B 4,200 *
Simoneau, Jean A. & Barbara Trailer *
Simoneau, Joseph & Alexandrine L & B 2;500
Simpson, Harry C. & Esther L & B 1,500 *
Singer, Mrs. Roland Cabin 600
Sjostedt, Carl & Doris Cabin 600
Skinner, G. A. Cabin 600
Slayton, Walter & Doris Cabin 400
Sleeper, Charles H. & Doris L & B 10,000
Sleeper, Gertrude, Est. Land 500
Smart, Roger Boat 900
Smith, Alfred F. & Isabelle L & B 2,500
Smith, Bessie F. L & B 4,000
Smith, Dale C. & Theresa L & B 1,500 *
Smith, Daniel Cabin 400
Smith, David A. & Celia L. L & B 3,500 *
Smith, Donald C. & Mildred G. L & B 3,500 *
Smith, Edna, Est. Land 200
Smith, Emery & Harrington, Malcolm Land 320
Smith, Forrest 0. L & B 8,000
Smith, Frank W. & lola L & B 300 *
Smith, Frederick A. & Linnie Vera L & B 5,000
Smith, Harold B. & Ellenore E. L & B 5,000 *
Smith, Hiram W. L & B 2,500
Smith, J. Leonard Cabin 600
Smith, James S. Land 500
Smith, Joseph F. Land 200
Smith, Karl E. & Frances E. L & B 6,500
Smith, Louise & Harry W. L & B 7,000
Smith, Dr. Raymond E. Cabin 500
Smith, Robert B. & Barbara L & B 3,100 *
Smith, Royal W. L & B 7,500
Smith, Royal W. & Verna Land 500
Smith, Sidney & Marian L & B 6,500
Smith, Walter C. & Priscilla L & B 5,000
Smith, William Watson L & B 4,000 *
Snow, Wayne E. & Shirley J. L & B 5,500 *
Snyder, Ethel L & B 12,000
Sobliros, Angelo & Maureen Trailer 950
Socony-Mobile Oil Co., Inc. Pumps 1,750
Soderlund, Beulah & Reginald L & B 17,000
Soley, Francis A. Boat 225
Soule, Clarence W. & Phyllis I. L & B 11,000
Southwick, Mr. & Mrs. John Trailer 500
Spadafora, Edward Boat 400
Spain, Dorothy B. & Leo F. L & B 2,500
Spear, Henry T. & Margaret D. L & B 7,000
Spencer, Harrison V. & Mary H. L & B 8,000
Spooner, Frederick C. L & B 10,000









Stamps, James B. & Ann R.
Stapledon, William A. & Mildred T.
Stark, Reginald






Stearns, W. E., R. B. & Edward B. Jr.
Steers, Newton J., et al






Stevens, Richard T. & Shirley B.
Stevens, Woodbury H.
Stevenson, Edmund W. &
Virginia G.
Stickney, Asa C. & Grayce A.
St. Laurent, Wilfred H. & Alice B.
St. Louis, J. A. R.
Stock, Frederick W. & Doorthy G.
Stocker, Earl & Mrs.
Stoessel, Mrs. Julia P.
Stone, Earl W. & Ann
Strickland, Clyde E. & Mary E.
Stroud, Estella M.
St. Sauveur, Warren E. &
Constance E.
Sturrock, David A. M. & Jean D.
Sturrock, David A. M.
Suttie, Edith L.
Sutton, Glen W. & Marian A.
Swain, Bert F. & Ivy M.
Swain, Bert F. & Morrell E.
Swain, Clayton 0. & Barbara
Swain, Morrell E. & Frances R.
Swain, Richard B. & Gloria
Swanson, Eugene C.
Swanson, Harold W. & Helen V.
Swift, F. A.
Taber, Sherman E. & Doris E.





L & B 7,000
L & B 5,000
L & B 2,500
Boat 600
L & B & Boat 12,350
L & B & Boat 4,600
Trailer 400 *
L & B 10,000
L & B 13,000
L & B 500
L & B 13,000
L & B 9,000
Boat 675
L & B 15,000
L & B 11,000
L & B 2,600








L & B 10,000
L & B 8,000
L & B 750
L & B 12,000
Trailer 1,400
L & B 9,500
Trailer 2,250
L & B 6,000
Land 1,800
L & B & Boat 2,875
L & B 18,000
L & B 9,500
L & B 3,000
L & B 10,500
L & B 10,000
Land 1,800
L & B 2,000 *
L & B & Livestock 3,650
L & B 2,000
L & B 2,750
L & B 2,000
Boat 360
L & B 2,500
L & B 4,500




Name Description Assessed Valuation
Tarbox, Charles F., Est. Land 150
Tardiff, Conrad E. & Jeannette V. L & B 5,500
Tardiff, Richard E. Land 500
Tardy, Roy & Evelyn L & B 1,500
Tate, Lillian M. L & B 1,500
Taylor, Scott F. & Kathleen B. L & B 5,500
Taylor, William H. & Laura B. L & B 4,500 *
Taylor, Dr. W. J. L & B 3,000
Tellier, Francis W. Trailer 500
Terrill, Mildred & Samuel B. Land 525
Terrill, Samuel B. & Mildred Land 1,600
Tessier, Maurice T. & Cecile M. Land 3,500
Tetreau, Charles Trailer 500
Theall, Ralph, Jr. L & B 1,500
Theberge, Ludger & Eva L & B 4,000
Thibeau, Carroll C. & Yula E. L & B *
Thirty-Six Lowell St., Inc. L & B T^ioOO
Thomas, W. Gwynn & Lois H. L & B 8,000
Thomas, Reede H. & Evelyn M. L & B & Stock in Trade 5,700 *
Thompson, Doris L. & Lawton,
Robert M. L & B 14,000
Thompson, Walton E. & Elizabeth L & B 15,000
Tibbetts, Maurice Boat 250
Tidewater Oil Co. Pump 150
Tiffany, Carroll H. L & B 6,000
Tillotston, John D. L & B 2,500
Tilton, Etta M. L & B 5,000
Tilton, D. F. & Freeman, F. A. & A. R. L & B & Boat 11,100
Tilton, Frank P., Est. Land 500
Tilton, Lester A. Bldg. & Machinery 1,200
Todd, Raymond W. & Anne Cabin 400
Tolman, Isabelle C. Land 1,500
Torp, Yngvar N. & Dorothy M. L & B 6,500
Towers, Andrew J. & Violet G. L & B 4,500 *
Trask, Allison K. & Beatrice M. L & B 2,000 *
Trask, Walter E. Cabin 600
Trask, Walter E. & Ann M. Land 750
Trombley, W. Arnold Trailer 600
True, Ruth Land 500
True, Ruth & Hunt, Charles W. L & B 4,500
True, William G. Cabin 500
Tucker, Arthur W. & Robie H. L & B & Boat 3,770
Tucker, William E. L & B 18,000
Tucker, William E., Jr. L & B 4,000
Turcotte, J. B. & F. Lucille L & B 5,500
Turley, Dr. Raymond J. &
Dorothy A. L & B 9,000
Tuttle, Alfonso & Leah L & B 500
Tuttle, Fred Boat 1,000
Tuttle, Griffon L. Trailer 600 *
Tuxford, F. Leland & Frances C. L & B & Boat 5,300
Tyler, Warren P. & Virginia L & B 2,600
Twitchell, Keith C. & Jeannette B. Land 700
* Veteran's Exemption Allowed.
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Name Description Assessed Valuation
Upp, John B. & Potter J. & N. Land 750
Vaiden, Henry E. & Norma P. L & B & Boat 3,800
Valle, Joseph P. & Nancy E. Cabin 500
Valliere, Mildred L & B 1,500
Valliere, Peter L & B 2,000
Vance, George E. Cabin 500
VanDoarne, Raymond Trailer 500
VanEtten, Royal C. & Peggy W. L & B 10,000
VanHoesen, Edward Cabin 500
VanWinkle, Carl E. & Helen E. L & B & Boat 8,225
VanWinkle, Charlotte Steers Land 3,000
Varey, Richard & Flora Land 2,300
Varney, Cyrus R. & Winnifred H. L & B 6,000
Varney, Cyrus R. & Winnifred H. L & B 9,000
Varney, Cyrus R. & Winnifred H. L & B 11,000
Varney, Frank R. L & B 4,000
Varney, Frank R. L & Water Works 1,500
Varney, Frank R. L & B 10,000
Verrill, Robert Trailer 1,400
Vincent, Anthony R. & Julia M. L & B 500
Vincent, Frank Land 150
Vincent, Frank D., Jr. & Estella L & B 600
Vincent, Rena L & B & Livestock 8,075
Virgin, Bernard & Polly E. L & B & Boat 2,000
Wadley, Ann K. & Bert E. L & B 700
Waelde, Mrs. C. A. Cabin 600
Wagner, Mathilda F. L & B 4,000
Wahl, Clifford & Beulah Land 1,100
Waite, Lena T. L & B 3,500
Waitman, Joseph E. & Elizabeth T. L & B 2,500
Wakeman, Florence A. L & B 3,500
Walker, Dr. Douglas W. & Janet S. L & B 9,000
Walker, Phyllis P. L & B 2,000
Walker, Raymond A. & Rebecca A. L & B 8,000
Walker, Raymond A. & Rebecca A. Land 1,800
Wallace, Carl Boat 540
Wallace, Donald R. Cabin 400
Wallace, Guy N. & Anna E. Cabin 400
Wallace, Jean C. L & B 6,000
Wallsten, Alice Ann & Richard P. L & B 150
Wallstrom, Fred Trailer 100
Walther, Henry M. & Mary Jean L & B 5,500 *
Ward & Spaulding Boat 450
Wares, Leon Boat 200
Wason, Edward Boat 400
Watkins, Charles A. L & B & Boat 11,500
Watson, Emily L. & Lord, Everett L. L & B 3,500 =>
Watson, Charles H., Est. Land 275
Watson, Daniel W. Land 275
Watson, Maurice G. & Helen D. L & B 6,000
Watson, Ray C. & Helene S. F. L & B 9,000




Watson, Robert G. & Rita P.
Watt, Lois M.
Waurzyniak, Chester A. &
Lorretta E.
Webster, Harry B. & Helen A.
Weed, Walker T. & Hazel S.
Weeks, Arthur H. & Mildred
Weeks, Austin D. & Thomas, Est.
Weeks, Carol W.





Weeks, John F. & Esther M.
Weeks, Lena D.
Weeks, Lewis & Marion
Weeks, L. Murray & Gertrude E.
Weeks, Norman S. & Dorothy F.
Weeks, Robert B. & Sheila D.
Weeks, Ruth M.
Weeks, Thomas T., II
Weeks, Walter D. & Doris H.
Weeks, William H. & Helen F.
Welch Island Assoc.
Welch, Peter F. & Winnie C.
Wells, George G. & Margaret
Welton, Harry W., Est.
Wensley, Alice L.
Wentworth, C. S.
Wescott, Harold E. & Helen
West, Eugene C. & Ruth M.
Westerlund, J.
Wetzel, Mrs. Alice
Wetzel, Rev. John K.
Wheeler, Albert & Miriam
Wheeler, Fred A. & Barbara E.
Wheeler, Kenneth H. & Edna G.
Wheeler, Orlo M. & Lillian E.
Whidden, Edward
Whitcomb, Earl A. & Alfa E.
White, Alfred H. & Mamie C.
White, Charles, Est.
White, Donald G.
White, Donald & Larabee,
Kathryne W.
White, Elliot A. & Ethel Y.
White, George W. & Faith W.
White, Otis
White, Robert D. & Justine O.
Whitford, Harry E. & Dorothy L.
Whiting, Clayton H. & Beatrice
Whitney, Elverton & Madeline
• Veterans Exemption Allnwerl.
Description Assessed Valuation
L & B & Stock in Trade 6,300 *
L & B & Boat 3,600
L & B
L & B









L & B & Livestock
L & B & Livestock
Cabin





















































































Name Description Assessed Valuation
Whitney, Louisa R. L & B 7,000
Whittemore, Ethel B. L & B 7,000
Whittemore, Joel T. L & B 6,000
Wiggin, Richard I. & Constance D. L & B 4,000 *
Wik, Eric A. & Linnea L & B 5,000
Wilber, Jack & Muriel Cabin 500
Wilcox, Frederick Trailer 500
Wiley, Dr. Robert D. & Honnor W. L & B 7,000 *
Wilkes, Alton L & B 8,000
Wilkinson, George F. Trailer 500
Wilkinson, Harold I. & Margaret L & B & Trailer 12,000
Wilkinson, Lewis H., Est. Land 100
Wilkinson, Robert & Rita Trailer 200 *
Willard, Mrs. Fred P. Cabin 600
Willberg, Carl I. & Maria L & B & Livestock *
Willey, Floyd Boat 456
Willey, Floyd M. & Gladys L & B 16,500
Williams, George A. Land 500
Williams, Ralph Cabin 600
Williamson, Fred A. & Sadie L & B 4,000
Wilson, Alvah D. & Ruth E. L & B & Livestock 18,025
Wilson, Chester M. L & B 6,500
Wilson, Franklin B. Cabin 400
Wilson, James L. L & B 4,500
Wilson, Roy A. Cabin 400
Wilson, Margaret B. & William L. L & B 1,500
Winchester Paper Boat 1,500
Wing, Robert W. & Adele M. L & B 2,000 *
Winnipesaukee Yacht Club Land 1,000
Winnipesaukee Yacht Club L & B 5,000
Wolston, Edward & Maxine L & B 10,000 *
Wood, Calvin A. & Josephine M. L & B 8,000
Wood. Walter Cabin 400
Woodbury, Harold Cabin 400
Woodcock, Leslie & Louise L & B 2,500
Woodman, Arthur S. & Rosemary J. L & B 6,500
Woods, Alfred Trailer 500
Woodward, Albert L. & Annie E. L & B 1,000 *
Worcester, John T. & Dorothea E. G. L & B 7,000
Wortendyke, Nellie L & B 5,000
Wright, Sarah S. L & B 9,000
Wunderly, Ruth M. L & B 3,000
Wyman, George W. & Laurice F. L & B 8,000
Wyman, H. T. L & B 8,000
Yeaton, Bertha L & Hazel J. L & B 6,000
York, Donald P. L & B 1,000
York, Donald P. & C. Pearl L & B & Boat 7,500
Young, C. Pearl L & B 1,200
Young, C. Pearl & John L & B 1,000
Young, Elizabeth A. & George H. L & B 6,000 *
Younge, Dr. Paul A. & Louise C. D. L & B 9,500
Youngling, Henry W., Est. Land 500
Zabko, Leo Boat 675
Zimmerman, Carl C. & Madeline A. Land 300
Zulch, R. Frederick L & B 8,000
* Veterans Exemption Allowed.
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